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ABSTRACT

The automotive industry has been observing a trend of integrating new features into old vehicle
designs to provide more convenience and flexibility to customers. However, it can be challenging
to ensure safety without the support of appropriate techniques and tools for hazard analysis and
requirement engineering.

Systems Theoretic Process Analysis (STPA) is a hazard analysis technique that has been
developed at MIT. It is based on systems and control theory and aims at capturing more causal
factors leading to accidents, including component interactions. So far, STPA has been
successfully applied to various industries. While there are tools that allow engineers to document
the results of hazard analysis based on STPA, there are no tools that provide guidance during the
analysis. Also, although a method is proposed to generate requirements from an STPA analysis,
no tools have been developed to support that process.

This thesis illustrates how tools can provide support for hazard analysis and requirement
generation based on STPA, based on the proof of concept of a software tool that was developed at
MIT. This STPA tool assists STPA Step I analysis by applying logical simplification to the
original Step I results and automatically generating the simplified requirement in formal and
executable forms. The simplified requirements are easily understandable and address all of the
unsafe control actions identified in the original STPA analysis. The use of the STPA tool is
illustrated through a case study of automotive systems that include multiple features. The STPA
tool generates simplified and formal requirements for each individual feature based on STPA
Step I results. In addition, it is also used to check whether conflicts between features have been
resolved and to identify exactly what decisions should be made jointly between multiple design
teams.
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1 Introduction

1.1 Limitations in Old Safety Engineering Techniques

Although old safety engineering methods and techniques have been used to prevent accidents led

by component failures, they become ineffective in dealing with hazardous interactions in feature-

intensive systems (e.g., avionics, automotive and medical devices, etc.). Specifically, they have

limitations when it comes to hazard analysis and early development of safety requirements for

these systems.

First, design assumptions for old system components are often violated when adding new

components into the existing system [1]. Often, old design decision rationales are forgotten

during the feature integration. As Leveson [2] suggests, four aspects deserve attention when

integrating new components into existing systems:

Documentation of design rationale;

* Documentation of the assumptions about the operational environment that are "implicit"

in the design;

* Traceability from high-level system requirements (e.g., system-level goals or hazards) to

system design;

- Documentation of hazard analysis and safety information.

Secondly, most techniques for hazard analysis are effective in dealing with component failures,

but are incapable of capturing hazardous scenarios arising from feature iterations at early stages

of system development. In particular, little guidance is provided to engineers trying to evaluate

the safety impact of design decisions.

Thirdly, the complexity in feature-intensive systems has increased to the extent that old

techniques for hazard analyses fall short. For example, automotive systems that are rich in

software features can interact with other vehicle systems in complex ways. Placke, Thomas and

Suo [18] demonstrate that in a case study of a multiple control systems. As Leveson [4] suggests,

the increased use of digital components makes the systems we build software-intensive and much

more complex than those based on analog equipment. In addition, human operators (e.g., drivers)

often respond to new features in unpredictable ways, adding more complexities to automotive

systems that have been built.
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For automotive manufacturers, new techniques for hazard analyses are needed during feature

integration. More importantly, there are few tools that provide guidance to identify hazardous

feature interactions and generate safety requirements based on results from hazard analyses.

1.2 Challenges in Designing Automotive Features

The automotive industry has been observing a trend of integrating new features into vehicle

designs to provide more convenience and flexibility to customers. However, it can be challenging

without the support of appropriate techniques and tools for hazard analysis and requirement

engineering.

To begin with, new hazards may be introduced when changes are made [6]. For example, the

"Keyless Go", a feature that allows the owner to start the engine without inserting the key into the

ignition switch but by pushing an "Engine Start/Stop" button, introduced new hazards during

operating the vehicle. Drivers have been reporting two hazards-carbon monoxide poisoning and

unintended rollaway [7]. Both of them can be explained by design changes in the key-related

system. On one hand, the keyless fob device plays no role in shutting down the engine and no

longer has to do with the transmission range. On the other hand, if the driver still perceives the

keyless "fob" (in the pocket) as an indication of engine status or transmission range, he or she

may easily forget to check if the vehicle has been turned off and put into "park".

According to NHTSA [39], customer complaints about the unintended rollaway related to the

"Keyless Go" feature have been increasing dramatically since 2002, as shown in Figure 1. Often,

the driver forgets to shut down the engine or put the transmission in the "park" range before

leaving the vehicle. Several recalls were conducted due to incidents or violation of regulations

(e.g., FMVSS 114). Causal factors responsible for the rollaway incidents include incorrect

assumptions about interactions with other features and unexpected driver behaviors. One

contributing factor is that there is no standard engineering process to evaluate designs based on

old assumptions when adding new components (e.g., Keyless Go) into the system.

In addition, assumptions for the old design may become obsolete and invalid after adding new

features. Take the "shift-by-wire" concept, a system that substitutes traditional mechanical

linkages between the shifter and the transmission linkage with electronic systems, as an example.
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Some vehicle models with this feature can put themselves in "park" without input from the driver.

However, those vehicles [8] are also designed to shift to "neutral" automatically under

"abnormal" conditions. This decision is based on the assumption that in emergency situations,

moving the vehicle out of a "danger area" is necessary if it experiences sudden deceleration due

to engine failure when running on the highway. However, this assumption may become invalid if

a driver who is not familiar with this new feature always expects the automatic engagement of

"park", no matter what happens to the vehicle. In fact, such violations of design assumptions have

resulted in accidents of unintended rollaway [8] that cause injuries to pedestrians.

Complaints for "Keyless Go"
leading to unintended rollaway

filed with NHTSA
8

6
Complaints for

4 "Keyless Go" leading to
2 unintended rollaway

0 filed with NHTSA

r-4r- M -c L ;D - 0 ) D -1 C -4 M-CD 0 ) C) CD 0 o a )r- H _q A
(D 0 0D 0 CD 0 0) 0) 0 0) ( 0) 0

Figure 1: Customer complaints for Keyless Go leading to rollaway incidents

Furthermore, integrating new features may change the way that operators interact with computer

systems. According to Leveson [9][10][11 ], "increased automation in complex systems has led to

changes in human controller's role and to new types of technology-induced human error". While

bringing convenience to the driver, substituting physical keys with electronic ones can also lead

to the driver's omission of putting the transmission in "park" before leaving the vehicle. The

traditional key, used to open the door and to start or stop the engine, also serves as an indicator

for the transmission range and prevents the driver from removing the key from the ignition switch

due to the interlock between the ignition switch and the transmission system. It is required by

regulation (i.e., FMVSS 114) that "The starting system must prevent key removal unless the

transmission or gear selection control is locked in "park" or becomes locked in "park" as the

direct result of key removal". In several recalls of rollaway issues led by the "Keyless Go"

feature, the driver can shut down the engine and leave the vehicle without the "park" range being

engaged (a sequence indicating the violation of FMVSS 114).
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Finally, introducing new features that involve changes to user interfaces can lead to

inconsistencies in mental models between the operator and the designer. Feature designers often

use their own models of the system to come up with the logic of automated features without

realizing that their models can differ from those of operators, whose mental models can change

dynamically during the operation. Again, take the recall related to the vehicle models with

"Keyless Go" in 2009 [8] as an example. Unlike previous models where the "Engine Start/Stop"

button only plays the role of turning the engine (ignition) on or off, certain models with the "shift-

by-wire" feature can also put the transmission in "park" automatically when the "Engine

Start/Stop" button is depressed. The problem is that the vehicle can also put the transmission in

the "neutral" range automatically when certain "abnormal" conditions are met, as shown in Table

1 [8]. The driver, usually a novice in operating these new vehicle models, may get confused with

the automated behaviors of the vehicle. Leveson [4] argues that software designers must pay

attention to whether the automation behavior is transparent and consistent for human supervision,

in addition to putting efforts into the internal design of these features.

Table 1: Two scenarios where N range (rather than P) will be achieved as "emergency function"

Current Target range Actual range

Condition Driver input transmission Abnormal conditions achieved in
achieved

range normal situation

Driver pushes Start/Stop
Press push Drivel

I button 2x or 3x at Park Neutral
button Reverse

intervals of 300-500ms

Press push Drive/ Engine shuts down due

2 to engine fault or empty Park Neutral
button Reverse

I I Itank

1.3 Goals and Objectives

Systems Theoretic Process Analysis (STPA) is a hazard analysis technique based on systems and

control theory. It has been developed at MIT [4] and aims at capturing more causal factors

leading to accidents including component interactions. So far, STPA has been successfully

applied to various industries such as aerospace, aviation, railroad, automotive, medical and

nuclear power [42][40][41][31][43]. While there are tools such as SpecTRM [15], A-STPA [27]

and SafetyHAT [28] that allow engineers to document the results of hazard analysis based on

STPA, there are no tools that provide guidance during the analysis. Also, although Thomas [31]

demonstrated a method to generate requirements from an STPA analysis, no tools have been
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developed to support that process. Therefore the main goal of this thesis is to examine how

software tools can support an STPA analysis and potentially generate requirements automatically,

rather than performing the analysis completely with tools alone because "the most effective

safety-critical tools will assist rather than replace analysis by humans" [33]. Specifically, the

objective of this thesis is to answer the research questions below:

* How can tools support hazard analysis using STPA?

* Can tools provide more guidance and checks during the hazard analysis? To evaluate the

STPA tool, this thesis applies it to two new features--emergency braking assist and

keyless ignition-that will be integrated into an existing system.

* How can tools help support requirements engineering when STPA is used? This includes

how tool can assist the evaluation of completeness and the consistency of system

specifications in early stages of the system development [10][1 1]. To provide more

support for requirement engineering of the development of software-intensive systems,

the thesis also investigates the potential of tool integration with other commercial

toolsets.

The thesis is organized based on these objectives: Chapter 2 provides a survey of the state-of-the-

art techniques used in hazard analysis and requirements engineering; Chapter 3 describes a

prototype tool that was developed to support hazard analysis using STPA, generation of safety

requirements, and the identification of conflicts arising from feature interactions; Chapter 4

applies the STPA tool to new automotive features-emergency braking assist and keyless

ignition. In particular, this thesis illustrates how the tool can help in creating safety requirements

based on SpecTRM-RL. With tool assistance, an integrated analysis is conducted in Chapter 5 to

identify conflicts between new features and existing ones. The integrated analysis is based on the

results of independent STPA analyses in Chapter 4. The results from the integrated analysis are

also presented to show how violations of design assumptions can lead to conflicts and solutions

for resolving these conflicts. Chapter 6 concludes by making suggestions for the system

architecture of the automotive system based on the analyses results in the previous chapters.
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2 Literature Review

2.1 Overview

This chapter briefly describes the techniques and toolsets used for hazard analysis. It starts by

summarizing ISO 26262, the functional safety standard used in automotive industry. A review of

traditional safety engineering methods including FMEA and FTA in ISO 26262 is given. Then,

the chapter introduces the new hazard analysis technique STPA and its related accident causality

model (i.e., STAMP). Given one of the objectives of this thesis is to illustrate how to generate

safety requirements automatically from STPA analysis, SpecTRM [15], a toolset that supports the

organization and documentation of safety requirements, is also presented.

2.2 Safety Engineering Methods in ISO 26262

ISO 26262 is an adaptation of functional safety standard IEC 61508 but specific to the

automotive industry. It addresses safety-related automotive systems comprised of electrical,

electronic, and software components [19]. Specifically, "ISO 26262 provides a standard for

functional safety management for automotive applications, defining standards for overall

organizational safety management as well as standards for a safety life cycle for the development

and production of individual automotive products" [20]. As Hommes [19] suggests, ISO 26262

departs "from safety as an after-thought" and provides the framework and vocabulary for hazard

elimination. It includes reliability engineering methods such as: Hardware Architecture Metrics,

FMEA and FTA, etc. However, it is limited in providing guidance on how to identify and

eliminate hazards ii design.

As mentioned before, the increased use of electronic and digital components in automotive

systems makes the vehicle much more complex. As a result, the number of recalls related to

design flaws of software has been increasing dramatically [45][44]. Methods for building a

reliable system become ineffective when dealing with systems that are software-intensive and

involve interactions between human and automations. A review of these methods is critical to the

understanding of the limitations of traditional methods and why we need STPA and tools that

support related engineering processes to deal with complex systems in the automotive domain.

2.3 FMEA and FMECA
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Failure mode and effect analysis (FMEA) was first developed to assess equipment reliability for

military use [23]. It starts with failures of individual components and then checks what influences

these failures will have on the system as a whole. Failure mode effects and criticality analysis

(FMECA) extends FMEA by conducting a criticality analysis that "ranks each postulated failure

mode according to the criticality of the effect on system operation and the probability of its

occurrence" [23].

FMEA looks at single component failures and can help improve system reliability by selecting a

design with a high probability of successful operation [23]. However, it doesn't consider

accidents caused by multiple failures or unsafe interactions among components. Consider the

recall related to keyless ignition and shift-by-wire, where pressing the push button three times

(within three seconds) when the vehicle transmission is in "drive" or "reverse" and the speed is

more than ten kilometers per hour can put the vehicle in "neutral" range automatically. In this

case, no component failed. In fact, the shift-by-wire system worked as designed, by shifting to

"neutral" automatically when the driver pressed the "Engine Start/Stop" button three times under

the conditions above. This was regarded as an "emergency function" to make sure that the vehicle

could be moved out of the "danger zone" [8]. Sotomayor [21] did a case study of a steer-by-wire

system in which a comparison was made between FMEA and STPA. STPA found more causal

scenarios that were missed by FMEA.

[The same type of limitations about human and software components of systems applies here.]

2.4 FTA

Fault tree analysis (FTA) is a top-down and deductive approach for fault (failure) analysis. It first

defines the top-level event as the undesired condition of the system and then performs

decompositions to create lower-level events using Boolean logic. It was initially applied to safety

in the intercontinental ballistic missile (ICBM) and then used by the Boeing Company for

manned aircraft design [24]. It involves six steps [24]:

e Define hazardous event: This is the event that can lead to loss of life or properties and

must be prevented from happening.

- Acquire understanding of the system: Engineers should get a basic understanding of how

the system operates and its intended use.

* Construct fault tree: It starts with the top-level hazardous event that has been defined and

searches backward. At each level, all possible failures or faults that can trigger the one at
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the higher level are identified. The "AND" or "OR" gate applies Boolean logic to the

combination of failures and faults at the level below. "AND" means that the higher-level

event will occur only if all of the events happen at the lower-level, while "OR" indicates

that the event at the higher-level can happen if any of the lower-level ones occur. The

ultimate goal is to identify all the possible combinations of failures and faults that can

lead to the top-level event.

* Collect quantitative data: The purpose of this step is to determine the probability of the

occurrence of the tree nodes and thus calculate that of the top-level hazard. These

probabilities are often decided by previous experience and tests after the system is built.

A challenge is verification of failure probability assumption of a brand new component,

possibly to be manufactured in a new factory process.

- Evaluate fault tree probability: After probabilities have been assigned to each event at the

lowest level (i.e., leaf), the probability of the top-level event can be determined by

considering all paths in the tree.

* Analyze results: Although this technique can be applied to sub-systems during any phase

of the system development, "the full merits of this technique are realized, however, only

after the preliminary design phase, when the system reaches the component level" [241.

Although fault tree analysis follows a top-down procedure and has rigorous logical foundation, it

is ineffective in dealing with complex systems for several reasons.

First, it provides little guidance to identify the causal factors leading to accidents. The quality of

the fault tree can vary greatly depending on the expertise that engineers have in using FTA. "Both

the model of the system being used by the analyst and the analysis itself are only in the analyst's

head" [4].

Second, similar to FMEA, it focuses on component failure and assumes independence between

elements. Take the power supply in the vehicle as an example. Insufficient power for assisting

steering or braking can result from failure in the battery, the engine, or other linkages that transfer

energies. However, as will be seen in Chapter 3, the interaction between new features related to

the engine start and stop can also lead to the vehicle being shut down.

Third, FTA is ineffective in dealing with "human error" and with software. Fault tree analysis

treats humans just like mechanical equipment by assigning a probability of "being able to perform
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a certain required function" [24]. Often, these data are from simulations or predictions. However,

as the surrounding environment changes, assumptions made during training become invalid. In

fact, human error is not random and is influenced by the interplay between mental skills and

physical abilities and by the environment in which the behavior occurs. Software does not "fail"

and trying to detennine all the causes of software misbehavior is impossible.

2.5 SpecTRM and SpecTRM-RL

SpecTRM is designed to assist in the development of software-intensive safety-critical systems. It

provides support for intent specification [14], an improved way of organizing system

specifications, and SpecTRM-RL, a formal language that describes the black-box behaviors of

system components. All safety-related information is traceable in SpecTRM-i.e., rationales and

assumptions for each design decision are included and can be linked to system-level goals and

hazards. This is critical for the development of complex systems in the automotive domain

because integrating multiple features can lead to conflicts between them.

SpecTRM-RL serves as an unambiguous interface between system engineers and components

[15], making it an appropriate tool for integrated analysis of multiple-feature systems and a

language of communication between different component designers and system integrators. In

addition to symbolic or tabular notations, SpecTRM-RL also provides "the ability to create and

hierarchically decompose a graphical model of the system" [161. After engineers construct the

SpecTRM-RL model of the system, it can be executed in SpecTRM for different types of formal

analysis such as completeness and consistency checking [33][12].

Thomas [31] provides an example of the safety requirements described in a SpecTRM-RL table,

as shown in Figure 2. The design logic of the train door controller is represented in the AND/OR

table [31]. If any of the columns evaluate to true (OR), then the door controller must provide

Open. Each column represents a condition for the logic to be true (AND). For example, the first

column on the right describes that the controller must provide open when the train comes to a

stop and is aligned with the platform, while the second one specifies that the same command must

be provided if the train is stopped with an emergency being detected.

Although SpecTRM-RL provides a way to document results of an STPA hazard analysis and is

executable for formal checking [12], it gives little guidance for performing STPA. Also,
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SpecTRM cannot automatically generate safety requirements from an STPA analysis. A toolset

that provides assistance in these aspects above can make engineers' work in hazard analysis and

requirement engineering more efficient.

Train controller provides "Open"

AND

OR

Door State = Not closing on person

Closing on person

Train Position = Aligned with platform T

Not aligned with platform

Train Motion = Stopped T T

Train is moving

Emergency = No emergency

Emergency exists T

Figure 2: An example of the SpecTRM-RL requirements for SCM

2.6 STAMP

Systems Theoretic Accident Model and Processes (STAMP) is an accident causality model based

on systems theory. Developed by Professor Nancy Leveson at MIT, it aims to capture more

causal factors (e.g., design flaws in the software, human errors and management and

organizational factors, etc.) in addition to single component failures. Rather than considering

accidents as the result of component failures or a chain of failures or faults, it treats safety as a

control problem: accidents occur due to the violation of safety constraints enforced by the

controller.

There are three basic concepts in STAMP: safety constraints, safety control structure and process

model. Under these definitions, events can only lead to losses and incidents when safety

constraints are not adequately enforced. For example, one constraint for vehicle operation is that

the vehicle must be put into the "park" range before the driver turns off the engine and leaves the

vehicle: otherwise, the vehicle may roll unexpectedly and damage itself or cause injuries to the

driver or pedestrians nearby. The second concept, safety control structure, derives from systems

theory in which "systems are viewed as hierarchical structures" [4]. To achieve safety goals, each

level enforces safety constraints on the level below. Figure 3 is an example socio-technical

control structure. The controller at each level has a downward reference channel to issue

commands to processes in the level below, while it receives feedback from the upward channel.
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The third concept, process model, is used by a controller for deciding whether or not it should

issue commands. It represents a controller's understanding of the current status of the system and

how it will operate under certain conditions. For example, the driver may use the feedback

information about the vehicle motion, the transmission range and the engine status to decide

whether he should turn off the vehicle when parking.

Process models play an important role not only in understanding why accidents occur, but also in

designing safer systems. According to Leveson [4], "accidents often occur when the process

model used by the controller does not match the process", as a result of which:

e The control actions necessary to enforce the associated safety constraints are not

adequately enforced, leading to a hazard;

Necessary control actions are provided but at wrong time leading to a hazard;

- Unsafe control actions are provided that cause a violation of the safety constraints;

* Appropriate control actions are provided but not followed, leading to a hazard.

STAMP is built on these three concepts above. In STAMP, systems are viewed as "interrelated

components kept in a state of dynamic equilibrium by feedback control loops" [4]. Accidents

result from "flawed processes that involve interactions among people, societal and organizational

structures, engineering activities, and physical system components that lead to violating the

system safety constraints. The processes leading to accidents is described in STAMP in terms of

an adaptive feedback function that fails to maintain safety as system performance changes over

time to meet a complex set of goals and values" [4].
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Figure 3: An example safety control structure of a socio-technical systems

STPA [4] is a new hazard analysis technique for complex systems in which hazards are caused by

unsafe interactions between components (including humans) as well as component failures and

faults. It is based on STAMP. It differs from traditional hazard analysis approaches in that it

captures emergent behaviors that result from component interactions. It can also assist hazard

analysis early in the conceptual design stage during system development, making it a powerful

tool for early evaluation of safety impact led by feature integration.
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STPA uses fundamental concepts in system engineering activities including accidents and losses,

hazards, safety requirements and constraints, and the safety control structure. In particular, a

hierarchical safety control structure is used to represent the functional components and the

interactions (i.e., control actions and feedback) among them. Each hierarchical level can be

regarded as a control loop in which the controller imposes safety constraints on the process being

controlled in the lower level. Often, the controller issues commands through actuators and

receives feedback from sensors, based upon which it updates the process model of the controlled

process and makes decisions. If the controller is a human, he or she must also have a model of the

automatic controller to make predictions about the automation behaviors.

There are two steps in STPA. At Step 1, unsafe control actions are identified and classified into

four types:

e A control action required for safety is not provided or not followed;

* An unsafe control action is provided;

* A potentially safe control action is provided too early or too late;

- A control action required for safety is stopped too soon or applied too late.

After the unsafe control actions (UCAs) are identified, causal factors and scenarios that lead to

UCAs are created based on the accident causality model described in STAMP.

It should be noted that unsafe interactions among multiple controllers could also contribute to

hazards [4][40][42]. Thomas and Placke [5][18] proposed a method also to identify conflicts

between different control actions arising from feature interactions and apply it. to an automotive

system that includes multiple features. In addition to assisting hazard analysis of each feature

individually, the STPA toolset also provides support for feature interactions based on STPA.

After using the STPA tool for hazard analysis of two new automotive features-emergency brake

assist and keyless ignition-independently, this thesis continues to conduct the integrated analysis

with tool assistance by combining these two features into an existing (automotive) system.

2.8 Summary
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Given the strengths and limitations of different analysis techniques, it is necessary to choose

approaches that are effective to deal with those challenges met during feature integrations. Table

2 provides a summary of different techniques/languages described in this chapter.

Table 2: Characteristics of different techniques and requirement languages

Techniques/ Categories/Characteristics
Languages

- Technique for hazard analysis

- Based on chain-of-events model

FMEA/FMECA * Focuses on single component failures

* Requires that designs are available

- Assumes that humans and software fail randomly

* Technique for hazard analysis

* Based on chain-of-events model

FTA - Identify combinations of component failures

* Requires that designs are available

* Assumes that humans and software fail randomly

* Technique for hazard analysis

* Based on systems theoretic accident model

STPA* Considers component interactions

- Includes humans and software without assuming random failure

* Traceability between system goals/hazards and safety constraints

- Can be applied to the early stage of conceptual development

Formal requirements language

- Executable and formal checking
SpecTRM-RL

* Support for requirements reuse

* Traceability between system goals/hazards and low-level requirements

As can be seen, traditional approaches such as FMEA and FTA are effective at preventing

accidents resulting from component failures, while STPA can apply to accidents arising from

unsafe component interactions as well as component failures. For these reasons, STPA and

SpecTRM-RL are chosen to deal with those challenges presented in Chapter 1. Chapter 3 will

introduce a software prototype that is built by the author and the research team to support hazard

analysis based on STPA and requirement generation.
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3 Tool-Assisted Hazard Analysis and Requirement
Generation

This chapter describes an open-source software prototype for hazard analysis and requirements

generation based on STPA in the Systems Engineering Research Laboratory (SERL) at MIT [29].

The chapter consists of five parts. It starts by introducing the characteristics and the architecture

of the STPA tool. Then, the tool implementation for partially automating STPA and the guidance

(checks) it provides for hazard analyses are presented. To further facilitate hazard analyses, this

tool is capable of generating safety requirements automatically based on STPA Step I results. In

addition, it also supports integrated analysis of multiple control systems, which is important for

successful feature integrations. Finally, it concludes by discussing some reflections on building

this prototype.

l.1 tA OvNC i1 lie STLPA/ ToeA

The STPA tool is based on the outline presented by Thomas and Suo [29]. The Eclipse integrated

development environment [38] was used to create the tool, as shown in Figure 4. One benefit of

using this architecture is to make the tool extensible-i.e., it can be integrated into SpecTRM, a

commercial tool designed to assist in the development of software-intensive safety critical

systems and focuses on system requirements and specification.

Eclipse Platform STPA Tool

Vorkbonch

Java
Development,

Tooling . SpcTR

SpecTRMj n'7rr R u7ttr e

Figure 4: T he architecture of the STPA tool
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As mentioned before, this STPA toolset is created to explore the partial automation of STPA and

the generation of requirements, and to provide assistance for the analysis of multiple control

systems. Specifically, it guides engineers through the process of [29]:

* Specifying hazards

- Drawing the safety control structure

- Adding controllers, controlled processes

- Adding actuators and sensors

- Adding control actions and feedback

- Adding process model variables and values

* Performing STPA Step I

- Generating context table templates automatically based on control structure

- Allowing engineers to specify unsafe control actions

- Allowing engineers to define "Rules", which are used to automatically complete

context tables and identify unsafe control actions

e Storing analysis results in XML files for interoperation with other tools

" Generating safety requirements for completeness and consistency checking in SpecTRM

* Performing integrated analysis of multiple controllers

The tool assistance for performing STPA Step 2, i.e., the generation of causal scenarios, is

planned for the future.

3.2 Tool Assistance for STPA (System Engineering Foundations

and Step 1)

The implementation of the tool assistance of STPA is based on recent research by Thomas that

develops a formal framework for STPA, including algorithms that could be used to automate

STPA Step I and generate executable requirements [31].

A 2-D graphical editor is included in the tool to support the basic system engineering

foundationsi.e., defining hazards/goals and drawing safety control structure, as shown in Figure

5. The engineer can then choose components,i.e., controllers, processes, actuators or sensors, that

he or she wants to add to the control structure by clicking on the corresponding labels in the tool

bar at the center of the editor.
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S- - - - .- - -------- ~--~---- . ~ -~ -- ~----=-~-------

Figure 5: 2-D editor for specifying hazards and drawing safety control structure

After adding control actions to the control structure, the engineer can start to perform STPA Step

1 to identify unsafe control actions (UCAs). Our tool can also create context tables automatically

to formalize UCAs [3"1 ]. Figure 6 illustrates the context tables for two control actions. The left

column, the control action list, includes all control actions for the controller, while the right

column displays the context table for the control action engineers' choice from the list on the left.

Each row in the context table describes a condition in which a control action is provided or not

provided. The engineer can brainstorm to decide whether providing or not providing that control

action can cause hazards. The detailed UCAs after Step I can then be displayed in plain English

as shown in Figure 7.
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Figure 6: Context table created automatically
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For complex systems, the size of the context table (i.e.. the number of rows) can become large

and entgineers have to deal with a large number of variables when identifying detailed UCAs.

Thomas [31] suggests that "Rules" be defined to simplify this process. As can be seen in Figure

8, each rLIle can be used to create multiple UCAs.
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Rule 1: Door open provided is hazardous when train is
m1Ovin

Cont xt id Tra ype T tiofl merg;ncy Ir ran Position Hazrdous
Acti otn

Co.~ 1 AaJ1V

Figure 8: "Rules" for creating context ta bles

The STPA tool provides an editor for defining a Rule based on its English description, as can be

seen in Figure 9. Similar to the UCA editor, on the left is the list of control actions. Engineers can

choose parameters for defining rules (i.e., provided/not provided, process model variables/values

and related hazards) from the upper part. After clicking the button on the top right, a new rule

with the English description will be added to the list of rules at the bottom. After engineers add a

new rule through the rule editor, the tool will be automatically applied to fill out the right column

to identify detailed UCAs and safety constraints, as shown in Figure 10.

Coltrul A ion TVpE Process Model Variable Hazards

Variabl H 1: azardsl Ado a new rul,
Tr r state ( ,o sn't mriattert H-2 : azards

N o idt Door state (Die-n t Patter)
c 'ope n' Prrided When Tra position Not piar CAUSe5

Ret all PMI Va,.ai e

Rule in Englisr (uoten

Rule it EngI D ep Conflicds

RS: dper provide is hazardous when Iar stL is Movin MH., R1.23 D-D e t ortiot

R2: oper providec is hazardouts when Train zosit or, is Not at P alarm 0H-1' RR1,R3 R2 R4

R3: open providrG is hazardous wher' Tran osit or is N t at p atorr (-1' R3,R!,R2 R3 R4 Export oexcet sheet
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Import 'rom excel sheet

Figure 9: Editor for defining "Rules"
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Figure 10: Apply Rules to context table for identifying detailed UCAs

To create complete and correct safety constraints, it is critical to ensure that rules are devoid of

missing UCAs and conflicts. The STPA tool provides guidance to engineers during this process

by performing checks automatically.

The context table can help in deciding if there is a missing UCA. As shown in Figure 10, a cell in

the last column specifies if any rule is applied to identify a UCA in the current row. No related

rule suggests providing (or not providing) the control action will not cause hazards, or engineers

missed a UCA. For example, the first row in Figure 10 describes the moment when the train is at

the platform, has just started to move, and a person is still in the doorway. In this situation, not

providing the open command can cause injuries to passengers. However, no rule in the last

column suggests that there is a UCA. Therefore, engineers may decide a missing UCA is

identified and new rules need to be added into the rule editor.

In addition, the rule editor in Figure I1 provides assistance for identifying conflicts between two

rules. As can be seen, RI specifies that providing the open command when the train is moving

can lead to hazards, while R2 represents the situation that not providing the open command can

also lead to a hazard if there is a passenger caught in the door. The safety constraint generated

from R I would require the controller to provide the oven command, while the constraint from R2

would specify, that the qpen command must not be provided in the same context. Obviously, the

rules conflict in the sense that the system will enter hazardous states no matter what action the

controller takes. This conflict is displayed in the last column of the table. The formal structure of

conflicts and overlaps used in the tool implementation is also given below.



Rule in English (Open)
Rule in English Overlappings Conflicts

RI: Open provided is hazardous when Train Motion is Moving (H-2) RIR2

R2: open not provided is hazardous when Door State is Person in dooway (H-1) R2,RL

Figure 11: Conflicts automatically detected by the STPA tool

Engineers can then resolve conflicts between rules by adding more detail to the context of the rule

description. For example, if R2 is modified to include only those conditions where the train has

been stopped, it will no longer be in conflict with RI, as shown in Figure 12.

Rule in English (Open)
Ruie in Enghsn Over appings Conflicts

R1: Open provided is hazardous when Trami Motion is Movinq i-2
R2: Open not provided is hazardous when Train Motion is StoppedDoor State s Person in dooway (H- 1)

Figure 12: Rule definition with conflicts resolved

Mathematical structures of Rules and conflicts used in the algorithms of the STPA tool are given

below.

Definition 1. A Rule is a five-tuple < Ce, Ca, C , g, Ha > where Ce {Ce, , Ce,...Ce,} is a

set of controllers which give commands; Ca = {Cal. Ca2,...Ca,} is a set of control actions

involved; C' =< Ca, T >is a two-tuple, which represents the type of each control action in Ca,

where T = {Provided, Not Provided}; Cg E Co is the subset of the whole contexts;

Ha = tHal, Ha2 , ... , Hcl is a subset of hazards related to this Rule.

Definition 2. A conflict is a triple < Co,, LRP!,LR > where Co is a context;

LR,, ={R R2,..., R} is a set of Rules with the "provided" type that apply to context Co,

LRNP = tRj, R 2 , Ri} is a set of Rules with the -not provided" type that apply to context Co, .

In addition to providing guidance for hazard analysis, a tool for hazard analysis can provide

traceability between hazard analyses and system requirements if it is capable of generating safety

requirements automatically based on STPA Step I results. Figure 13 shows the SpecT RM-RL

requirements generated by the tool from the original UCAs list in Figure 7.
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Our STPA tool seeks to improve the efficiency of hazard analyses by conducting logical

simplifications so that engineers do not have to work on low-level SpecTRM-RL. The size of

generated SpecTRM-RL tables will be automatically reduced to the simplest form.

Control algorithm for 'Open' cmd

Emergency=

Train Motion=

Train Status=

Door State=

Yes
No
Moving
Stopped
At platform
Not at platform
Person in Doorway
Not in Doorway

Figure 13: SpecTRN1-RL table generated automatically from Step I results after logical simplification

As mentioned before, one of the goals of the STPA tool is to provide more guidance and checks

to engineers during the early stage of the system development. Engineers who use our tool can

store analysis results and SpecTRM-RL requirements as XML files that can be exported to

SpecTRM for consistency and completeness checking, as shown in Figure 14.

The STPA Tool

Hazard
Analysis

Generate
SpecTR M-RL

XML engine for
nteroperation

SpecTRM

Execute forma! requirements
for consistency & comp/eteness

Checkina

Figure 14: Tool integration with SpecTRRI
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Thomas and Placke [18] propose a method to identify conflicts between multiple control systems

with feature interactions based on results from STPA. This section discusses our tool assistance

for this method and how to use results generated from automated tools to guide the design process.

Tool assistance for Integrated analysis of multiple control systems

Effect on the systern

Conflicts between

safe contro actions

STPA step 1 Des gn Assumptions &
results Conditions required

Figure 15: The process of identifying hazardous feature interactions

Our tool supports this process in three aspects (Figure 15):

- Generating design assumptions and conditions required for providing safe control actions

based on STPA Step I results autonatically, as shown in Figure 16. As Placke [5]

suggested, STPA Step I results can be leveraged to create those assumptions for each

control action that are necessary to achieve safety or functional goals.

* Providing an editor that allows engineers to define the effect of providing safe control

actions on the system. As will be discussed later, issuing a command may have imLltiple

influences on the system.

* Detecting conflicts between control actions by different controllers automatically.

According to Thomas and Placke Error! Reference source not found., one controller

issuing a control action may lead to another controller issuing an unsafe control action.

Conflicts can be identified by examining the effects resulting from issuingz each command

and comparing them with the conditions reqUired by another. For complex systems,

examining the large number of control actions and their design assumptions can be time-
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consuming, but automated tools can improve the efficiency of the integrated analysis by

detecting conflicts automatically. An algorithm that is scalable to integrated analysis of

more than three controllers has been developed by Thomas and is implemented in our

STPA tool. Figure 17 shows the editor that displays conflicts detected between two

control actions. Chapter 4 will discuss how these generated results can provide more

guidance to engineers during the design process.
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Figure 16: Interface for deciding design assumptions and effects on the system of safe control actions

Conflicts between tvo contro actions Export as Exce
ECU Engine Stop before ECU Ergine Stop violates Engine Status. On

ES.S Stop before ECU Engine Stop vioiates Engine Status On

ESS Stop before ESS Stop violates Auto-Stopped: No

Cance OK

Figure 17: Conflicts detected by automated tools
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According to Modugno and Leveson [32], studying the process of how experts learn and use the

analysis technique will help gain understanding of "how automation can be used to lessen the

cognitive demands of the particular analysis technique". To evaluate the concepts of tool-assisted

hazard analysis using STPA, real engineers were given a copy of the prototype tool to apply on

real projects. Based on the feedback received, we suggest that three aspects be considered during

the tool development.

First, allowing engineers to represent and model UCAs in multiple forms (languages) can help

them learn STPA and make the hazard analysis more efficient. As Dulac, Viguier. and Leveson

[34] suggest, "multiple visualizations generated from a common model will improve the

requirements creation, reviewing and understanding process". Figure 18 illustrates three

representations used in the STPA tool that assist engineers in creating UCAs and safety

requirements. The characteristics of the three types of representation are also summarized in

Table 3. For beginners or engineers who have not received training in formal logic, they can write

UCAs with English descriptions instead of working on the context tables. For engineers who need

to work on Excel files for permanent storage, they can export Step I results as context tables. For

those who want to perform formal checking on requirements, SpecTRM-RL can be generated

directly from STPA Step I results: it has rigorous mathematical foundations and is executable in

automated tools.

Figure 18: The interchange amnong three forms for describing JCAs
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Table 3: Characteristics of three forms of language in the STPA tool for Step I and requirement generation

Forms of UCAs Characteristics

description

English description - Easy to start for STPA beginners

Context table - For engineers who have received training

in formal logic

* Can be exported to Excel files for storage

SpecTRM-RL e Easy to learn with much less time for

training

* Executable and formal checking

* Hierarchical modeling and scalable to

complex systems

Second, tools should provide traceability between system-level goals and hazards, UCAs, safety

constraints and causal scenarios, etc., so that engineers can be aware of the influence of design

changes on the analysis results. Given that STPA is an interactive process [4], engineers often

start the analysis at a high level during the early conceptual stage. They may then make changes

in terms of hazards defined, control structure and process models for each controller as more

design decisions are made. Take Step I as an example: analysis may be incomplete in the sense

that certain conditions in which the control action is provided are missing and new variables must

be added to the safety control structure. In this case, the contextual assumptions based on which

UCAs are decided can be violated. If the engineer wants to check if an old analysis can still be

used, instead of starting over from scratch, the results must be traceable so he or she can decide if

providing or not providing the control action in a new but modified context can cause hazards or

may violate system goals in the higher level.

Third, in addition to the traceability mentioned above, knowing rationales and assumptions for

each safety requirement deriving from hazard analyses is important. As discussed in the first

chapter, causal factors for hazards arising from feature interactions can be traced back to the

violation of design assumptions. Often, each design team may be responsible for the development

of a particular feature individually and rationales based on design decisions made by one team

can be lost and ignored by another. Therefore, developers of tools for hazard analyses and
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requirements generation should also take into account the documentation and the organization of

as design assumptions and rationales for analysis results and generated requirements. We suggest

that intent specification be used, since it includes all those characteristics discussed above. In fact,

this is the main reason why we examine the potential of tool integrations with SpecTRM, a

toolset that supports intent specification.
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4 Application of the STPA Tool: A Case Study of
Automotive Systems

This chapter demonstrates how the STPA tool can be applied to analyze automotive systems with

multiple features, as shown in Figure 19. The automotive systems described in this chapter are

fictional and do not reflect any specific manufacturer's design. They were created to be realistic

in terms of overall complexity and representative of common functionalities being introduced into

the automotive industry.

First, STPA is performed separately on keyless ignition and emergency braking assist to create

high-level safety constraints and causal scenarios. Then, the STPA tool is used to refine and

formalize the UCAs to generate SpecTRM-RL requirements for these two controllers. After the

analysis of each new feature is finished individually, the STPA tool is used to perform integrated

analysis to identify unsafe interactions between two new features (i.e., keyless ignition and

emergency braking assist) and three existing features that have been analyzed before by Thomas

and Placke [5][1 8], for a total of 5 features analyzed together.

Driver

Process Model

Dashb nard dcaors

Ph sacai idbac s

New Feature

Electronlc Control Unit
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(Thiis th tontroler for Key'ess gnf I u)

Eng ne Star'
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Kry preret
Brake pedka
Ci;rre ,t Ran e
Whek Rotaing
Eng r Stat S

Emergency Braking Assist

Process Model

Pr.c arge Brake
Ful Brake Curte
R6sase EPB

, Physical Vehicle

Figure 19: keyless ignition and emergency braking assist
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9.I Ta'r..O),,ASst d ard Analysis o(1, Kepyk s IgnitiOn

System Overview

Keyless ignition is a feature that allows the driver to start the vehicle (usually by pushing a button)

without inserting the physical key into the ignition switch. Unlike the traditional ignition system.

the keyless ignition system can detect the low frequency signals transmitted by the transponder

within the physical key fob. Each key fob has a (unique) electronic key code embedded within it

that can be detected by an electronic control unit (ECU). If the ECU decides the key code is

correct, it will activate the key (i.e., electronic key code present) and disarm the immobilizer

within the system that may prevent the starting of the engine. Under this condition, the starting

system will start the vehicle if and only if the driver presses the start/stop button.

The architecture of keyless ignition can be different depending on actual implementation. For

example, as Trinidad and Dixon [37] suggest, in addition to the ECU that monitors the detection

of the electronic key, other components such as the power control unit (PCU), steering lock unit

(SLU) and brake switch, etc., may also be required to enable the engine to start. This case study

assumes that the ECU is the only controller in the high-level control structure that sends

commands directly to the propulsion system that starts or stops the engine.

Before performing STPA Step 1, accidents and hazards are defined, as shown in Table 4 and

Table 5 respectively-not only hazards that result in injuries or deaths of drivers, passengers, and

pedestrians. but the violation of regulations is also considered because a lot of recalls [45] related

to the starting system involve the violation of Federal Motor Vehicle Safety Standards (FN/IVSS)

102 and 114 [35][36].

Table 4: System-level accidents

N umber System- Loss De scription

A-I TVo or more vehicles collide

A-2 Vehicle collides with non-fixed obstacle

A-3 Vehicle crashes into terrain

A-4 Vehicle occupants injured without vehicle collision
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Table 5: System-level hazards

Number System H]azard Description

H-1 I Vehicle does not maintain safe distance from nearby vehicles

H]-2 Vehicle does not maintain safe distance from terrain and other obstacles

H-3 Vehicle occupants exposed to harmful effects and/or health hazards

R-1 Vehicle does not meet FMVSS regulations

Based on Federal Motor Vehicle Safety Standards (FMVSS), high-level requirements for the

design of keyless ignition are shown in Table 6.

Table 6: System-level requirements for keyless ignition

Numbier System Requirement Description

According to FMVSS 102, "the engine starter shall be inoperative when the
Requirement-I transmission shift lever is in a forward or reverse drive position." (Note that

this only applies to driver activation.)

According to FMVSS 114. "the starting system must prevent key removal

Requirement-2 unless the transmission or gear selection control is locked in *park' or

becomes locked in 'park' as the direct resUlt of key removal."

Control Structure and Commands

The 2-D editor in Figure 20 represents the high-level safety control structure of keyless ignition.

As shown in Figure 20, the ECU can detect if the driver has pressed the start/stop button. Then,

when the start button is pressed, the ECU checks if it is safe to start the vehicle (based on

feedback information such as key present, vehicle in standstill, current range, etc.) and issues

commands to start or stop the engine. Two control actions provided by the ECU are shown in

Table 7.
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Vehicle does not maintain Safe Distance from nearby venicles

Vehicle does not maintain safe d stance form terran ar other obstacles

Vehicle occupants expose to harmful effectsilheaith hazards

Veh le does not meet F1MVSS regulations

Process Model
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Visual Clues Environmerntl
Physica feeback

Brake Pedal Force

Engine Start
Engine Stop

Process Modet

Key Present
Bralke Peda.
Current Range
Wheels Rotating
Engine Status

Physical vehilce

Figure 20: The high-level safety control structure of the keyless ignition

Table 7: Control actions of electronic control unit

Control Action Description

Engine Start The ECU sends commands to the propulsion system to start the engine.

Engine Stop The ECU sends commands to the propulsion system to stop the engine.

Initial Unsafe Control Actions and Safety Constraints

After control actions are added to the control structure, engineers can perform STPA Step I to identify [UCAs

and create safety constraints, as shown in Table 8 and

Table 9.
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Table 8: Initial UCAs of ECU

The timing or The duration of a
Not providing the

Control Providing the control sequencing of continuous
control action causes

Action action causes hazards control actions control action
hazards

leads to hazards leads to hazards

UCA-3: The
UCA-1: ECU provides

UCA-2: ECU duration of ECU
Engine Start when the key

provides Engine providing Engine
is not present [R-i, H-i,

Start too late [H-3] Start never ends

Engine H-2J [H-3]
Start

UCA-4: ECU provides

Engine Start when the

transmission is not in Park

or Neutral [R-1, H-1, H-2]

UCA-5: ECU does not UCA-6: ECU provides UCA-7: The ECU

provide Engine Stop Engine Stop when the provides Engine

Engine when the driver tries driver is not shutting Stop too late if the
N/A

Stop to shut down the down the engine (i.e., driver tries to turn

engine (i.e., presses pressing button) [H-1, H- off the engine [H-1,

button) [H-1, H-2, H-3] 2] H-2]

Table 9: Initial safety constraints for ECU

Safety
Description

Constraints

SC-i ECU must not provide Engine Start if the key fob is not present.

ECU must not provide Engine Start if the shift lever is in forward or reverse
SC- 2

position.

SC-3 ECU must provide Engine Stop if the driver tries to turn off the engine.

ECU must not provide Engine Stop unless the driver is turning off the
SC-4

engine.

ECU must provide Engine Stop within TBD milliseconds after receiving the
SC-5

driver's selection of turning off the engine.
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Identify basic Scenarios and causal factors

After STPA Step 1 is performed, STPA Step 2 can be conducted to identify basic scenarios in

which safety constraints can be violated and causal factors contributing to each scenario. Detailed

scenarios and causal factors can be constructed based on high-level ones when more design

information becomes available.

* Basic scenario 1: ECU provides Engine Start because it incorrectly believes that the key

is present.

- Possible causal factors: this scenario can happen because the "key" for keyless

ignition refers to the electronic key code, rather than the physical key fob. Therefore,

if there is a failure in the sensor that detects the wireless signal from the physical key

fob, the ECU may send signals to disarm the immobilizer in the engine starter. Then

anyone (e.g. a thief) can start the engine.

* Basic scenario 2: ECU provides Engine Start because it incorrectly believes that vehicle

is in "park" range.

- Possible causal factors: This scenario can happen when there is a mistake in the

transmission sensors or channel for the transmission status. If two or three bits are

used to represent the transmission range (e.g., "00" park, "01" reverse, and "10"

driver, etc.) without additional checks, a flip in a single bit can make the starter

believe transmission is in "park" while is it in "reverse" or "drive".

* Basic scenario 3: ECU does not provide Engine Stop because it incorrectly believes that

the driver has not turned off the engine because of inappropriate sensor sensitivity or

resolution for the start/stop button.

- Possible causal factors: The driver may have pressed the button, but not hard

enough. If the threshold for "start/stop button pressed" is above the usual range, then

the engine will not be shut down even if the driver presses the button when the

vehicle comes to a stop and transmission is in "park". If this happens when the driver

parks the car in the garage, he or she may leave the vehicle with the engine still

running, resulting in the accumulation of toxic gases and carbon monoxide poisoning.

- Basic scenario 4: ECU provides Engine Stop because it incorrectly believes that the

driver has pressed the start/stop button to turn off the engine.

- Possible causal factors: this scenario can happen when the electronic key code is

detected by the starting system. Since engine start does not requires the insertion of

the physical key fob into the ignition switch, it is possible that a kid or an animal can
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start the engine by touching the engine start/stop button if no protection mechanisms

are added into the starting system.

Basic scenario 5. ECU does not provide Engine Stop within TBD milliseconds after

receiving the driver's selection because of delays in the transmission of the driver's

commands.

- Possible causal factors: in the event of emergencies such as malfunctions of the

brake pedal, the driver may want to shut down the engine in order to reduce the

speed. However, the engine torque is still applied to the wheels TBD seconds after he

or she presses the start/stop button.

It is interesting to note that scenario 1 raises security concerns besides safety. Given that "key"

means electronic code for the keyless ignition system, anyone who can make a copy of the key

code can easily deceive the electronic control unit for the engine starter and activate the engine

without the key fob.

The scenarios are used to generate additional (refined) requirements at the system level and

requirements for the system components.
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4. 1.2 Formalize UC As of ECUir gen erating Spec TRAI-RL requirements

To generate SpecTRM-RL requirements, the UCAs can be formalized as described by Thomas

[31]. Six process model variables (PMVs) for the ECU were identified, as shown in Table 10.

These variables and their values describe conditions used by the ECU to provide control actions.

Table 10: Process model variables defined for keyless ignition

Push Button Pressed

Yes: The starting system has just received the signal indicating engine start/stop button is pressed [Yes, No]

No: The starting system has not received the signal indicating engine start/stop button is pressed

Key Present

Yes: The electronic key code is inserted into the starting system [Yes, No)

No: The electronic key code is not present in the starting system

Transmission Range

P: The transmission is in "park"

R: The transmission is in "reverse"
[P: R, N, D, LI

N: The transmission is in "neutral"

D: The transmission is in "drive"

L: The transmission is locked in first gear

Driver Turns off Engine

Yes: The engine control module has received the driver's request to turn off the engine [Yes, No]

No: No request from the driver has been received to turn off the engine

Vehicle Motion
[Stopped,

Stopped: The vehicle is at a standstill
Moving]

Moving: The vehicle is not at a standstill

Engine Status

On: The power to the engine has been turned on and the application of the gas pedal will lead to

input to the vehicle wheel [On, Off)

Off: The power to the engine has been turned off and no input to the vehicle wheel will result from

the application of the gas pedal

Brake Pedal (Pressed)

Yes: Brake pedal travel is at least X mm [Yes, No]

No: Brake pedal travel is less than the detectable X mm
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Figure 21: Adding process model variables to ECLI

After adding these PMVs and their related values to the control structure in Figure 20, the STPA
tool can create a low-level context table automatically for En 'ine S/art, as shown in Table 11.

Similarly, a low-level context table for Engine Stop can also be generated, as shown in
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Table 12. Each row in Table 11 corresponds to a context in which the Engine Start command is

provided by the ECU, while each row in
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Table 12 corresponds to a context in which the Engine Stop command is provided. Engineers can

use these tables to decide if providing or not providing Engine Starf or Engine Stop in each

context can cause hazards.

Table 11: Low-level context table created automatically for Engine Start
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Table 12: Low-level context cable created automatically for Engine Stop

Conurol Actior Type

Erg-,C Stop
fngine Stop

Ensmte tap
Ergin e Stop

Engie Stop
Ergire Stop

qgi r e Stop
rgine Stvp

"igr 'top
'rg!re Stop

-tri' Stop
rng inre Stop

Enqc Stop
gire 'Stp

-- gme St St

'Psi-re stC

Engre S t r

'gi' 'tep

'rgisie StonEnrgq: re wop

r e p

tnin' ,ttp;

not prosd
not provid.
not provd.
not provid.
not provid.
not provid.
sot provrd
not provid.
not provid.
not provd,
not provnd.
not provid.

not provid
not "'ovY

ot 0rovid.
not provid.

Provided w

pr'nvideA .if

prsidedss
trovsdfrdtss

pooesodsw

-vrsi'vid -As

Doverngte Off Vehige Moron

Yes Moving
Yes Moving

Yes Moving
Yes Stopoed
Yes 5toed
Yes Stopped
Yes Stopped
N, MovIng
No Moving

No Moving

N's Muving

Ieu sto' ed

Y St o'secl

Ye Sc'-t ped

V! Mrving
NO Movicn

Yes Moving

No sovned

Trans Range

'=P

!P

P

P

MP
!P

P-
P

!P
P

P

P

Enqjre Status

Off
On
Off
0"

OffOn

Off
On

Off

&n.

Hazards Too Eatr'yTu Ette Hatards

As mentioned in Section 3.3. rather than manually filling out original context tables, as shown in

Table II and



Table 12, engineers can work on the editor provided by the STPA tool to define a small set of

rules in natural language form. The STPA tool will then generate complete context tables, extract

all relevant UCAs, and generate SpecTRM-RL requirements automatically.

Figure 22 includes all the rules defined for the Engine Start command by the ECU. As can be
seen, RI is needed for achieving safety goals, because starting the engine without the driver's
input can expose humans to harmful effects such as carbon monoxide poisoning. R2 is needed to
ensure that the starting system conforms to safety regulations. To prevent inadvertent activation
of the engine, FMVSS 114 states that "the starting system must prevent key removal unless the
transmission or gear selection control is locked in 'park' or becomes locked in 'park' as the direct
result of key removal." After all rules are defined, the STPA tool can automatically fill out the
right column of the Engine Start command, as shown in
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Table 13.

Rure in Erlisn (Erg ne Start

Ru 1.1 Engish

P Ennrie Start prckded is hazardous w;ten Push Btlo P ressed is N-3
R2 Engire Start ,ravided i5 hazardous when Push Button PrEssed is YesKfy Present Is No !R-,

Ri Ennqe Start prvided is hazardou whInen Push Bi t Presed is YisKey Present -s Ye&Jngine Srasi, Or (H1- 11

R4 -Engie Start orovaded Is hazardous wAen Push Button Presied is YesKey Preselt s YesSrake Peda is ko,Engie Status is Off l-1I,H-2)

R5 E ng;re Star. prvided is hazardous w.en Push Rut'on Pressed i YesKey Present is Yes,Tras ange is Not PNBrake Pedal is 'esEriie Status is Off R-1)

R mngine Start not providtg s hazarcous when Push Butro- Pressed is Yes,Oy ?resent :1: Yes,T raris Range is PeN.Brake Pedal is YesEng n Status is CIf H H-I .2)

Figure 22: Rule definitions for Engine Start command
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Table 13: Context table for Engine Start automatically filled out based on "Rules" (Figure 22)

Push Kcv Trans Brake Engine Teo EarlyToo Rclated
Cont rol Actiorn Type Himards

Bur1an Present - Rage Pedal Status Late Hazards Rules

Enuine Start not provded when Yes es N Yes n
E-noine Stnrt not provided when Yes Yes PN Yes Off Hi 1 Veh c R 6
Engine Start not provided when Yes es PN No On
Engine Start not provided when Yes Yes P/N No Off
Engine Start not provided when Yes Yes Not PIN Yes On
Engore Start not provided when Yes Yus Not P/N Yes Off
Enoine Start not provided when Yes Yes Not PIN N- On
nine Start not provided when Yes Yes Not PIN No Off

Engine Start riot provided when Yes No P!N yes On
Enine Sart not provided vher Yes No PIN Yes f

Egne Start not provided when Yes No N No On
Egine Start not provided wher Yes No P- N No Off
Egne Start not provided when Yes No N t P N Yes on
Engine Start not provided when Yes No Nmt P N Yes _ff

n ne- S4mrt not pr idod .vh- Ye No Not P N N1,1
-lnqine Start not provided whnI S No N P, N No Off

Engmne Start nct provided w N Y - N Yes On
Engine Start not provided when No Y6 S N Yes Off
Engine Start not provided when No 6 P N No On
Engine Start not provided when No Yes I N No Off
Engne Start not provided when No Y-s Not P/N Yes On
Engine Start n,-t provided when No Yes Not PN Yes Off
Engine Start n t provided wher No Yes Not PRN No On
Engine Start not provided wher N Ye Not PN No Off
Engmie Start niot pruvided when No N tPN Yes On
Engine Start not provided when No No P N Yes C) ff
Engine Start not provided when No No P-N No On
Engine Start not provided when No No p N No 0 Off
Engmne Start not provided w'hen No NV Not P'N Yes On_ _

Ennine Start not prvided we'n No J Not P N Yes Of
Engne Start not provided when No No Not PN No On
Engine Start not provided wher No No Not P N No Off
Enine Start provided when Y s P1 Yes On H-3 Vehic H-3-: Vehicle Dc R3
nine Start provided when Ye s N Yes 0 If

Engine Start provided when Yes Yes P/N No On F-3: Vehic H 3: Vhicle DC P3
Engine Start provided when Ye s Yes PN N, Off H-1 Vohic H-1 'Vehicle o -4
Eineon Start provided wher- Ye ye, Not P N S 0n H-3 Vehic H-3: Vehicle Dc R3
Engine Start provided when Yes Yes Not P N Yes Off R-1: Vehic R-1: Vehicle do P5
Enine Start provided when Ye 5 Yes Not P N No On H-3: Vehic H-3: Vehicle oc R3
Engine Start provided when Yefs yes Not P N No O H i-1 Vehic H-1: Vehicle Co R4
Engine Start provided'when Yes No P'-N yes On R-i: Vehic R-1: Vehicle do *2
Engine Start provided when Yes No P(N Ye-, Ort R-1 Vehic R-1 Vehicle du R2
Engine Start provided vhen Ye No N N Or 1 R-1 Vehic R-1: Vehicle dc R2
Engne Start provided when Yes No 'PN N i Of R- 1 Vehic R- 1 ehicle d P2
Engine- Start provided when Yes No i Not PIN Yes oln R-1: Vehic R- 1 Vehicle c R2
Engine Start provided when Yes No Not P/N Yes Off R-1 Vehic R-1 Vehicle dc R2
Engine Start provided when Y4s No Not PRN No On R-1: Vehic R-1: Vehicl d q R2
Engine Start provided when Yes No Not P N No (itff R-1: V&c R-1: Vehicle do R2
orgne Start provided whe- Ni s Yes (n H- Vehic H-3 Vehicle oc 14 1

Engine Start provided when No Yes N Yes Of' H: Vehic H 3: Vehicle or- P
engine Start provided when No Yes : N No On H-3: Vehic H- 3: Vehicle noc R!

Engpne Start provided when No YeS IN N Off H-3: Vehi H 3: Vehicle oc R1
Engin.' Start pro vwhen No ros Not P4 N es On H-3:5 Ve H-3- V hicde oc R
ngin3 Start provided when No :s NOl PN Yes Ott - Vehic H-3: Vehirle oc R
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The tool also generates simplified context tables and SpecTRM-RL requirements for the Engine

Slart command, as can be seen in Table 14 and Figure 23. Note that although the full context

table in Table 13 contains a lot of information with 64 rows, the tool was able to apply logical

simplification and automatically generate the simplified requirement in Figure 23. The simplified

requirement is easily understandable and addresses all of the UCAs identified in Table 13. For

example, the UCA ECU-Start-3 refers to an unsafe command to start the engine when the engine

is already started. As can be seen in Figure 23, the requirement will not allow the engine start

command when the engine is on.

Table 14: Sim plified context table of Engine Starg com inand generated by the STPA tool

Controller: Electronic Control Unit

Not, Providing
Control Context ID Driver Key Trans Brake Engine Providing causes
Action Selection Present Range Pedal Status causes Hazards

Hazards

ECU-Start-1 No * * * * Yes

ECU-Start-2 Yes No * * Yes

Engine ECU-Start-3 Yes Yes * * On Yes
Start

ECU-Start-4 Yes Yes N No Off Yes

ECU-Start-S Yes Yes Not P/N Yes Off Yes

ECU-Start-6 Yes Yes P/N Yes Off Yes

Cont

Push Button=

Key Present=

Trans Range=:

Brake Pedal=

Engine Status=

rol algorithm for "Engine Start' crnd

Yes
No
Yes
No
P/N
Not P/N
Yes
No
On
Off

Figure 23: SpecTlRM-RL for Engiiie Start command generated by the STPA tool

Similarly, engineers can define rules for the Engine Stop command, as shown in Figure 24. Table

15 gives the context table for the EngIne Sop command that is automatically filled out by the

STPA tool. The simplified context table and corresponding SpecTRM-RL requirements are also

generated automatically, as shown in Table 16 and Fkgure 25.
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Rule in Englis0h (Engine Stop)

Rule in Engksh
Ri: Engine Stoo provided is hazardous when Driver Engine Off is No MH-1,H-2)
R2: Engine Stoo provided is hazardous wen Drver Engine Off is Yes,Vehide Motion is StoppedTrans Range ;s !=P,Engine Status is On (R- 1)

R3: Engine StoP not orovided ts hazarduus wihen Driver Engine Off is YesVehcie Moton is Stoopedrans Range is PEngine Status is On H-3)

Figure 24: Rule definitions for Engine Stop command

Table 15: Context table for Engine Stop command automatically filled out based on "Rules" (Figure 24)

D W s "Is'gn o EardvT.- Reolated
ControA Actior Type Eng ne P tting Range Su Hazias Lare Hasards RuIes

En g"in StO rot prcvided wn Y Y s
Engine Stop not provided when Ye Yes P off
Engine Stop not provided when Yes Yes P On
Engine Stop not provided when Yes Yes P Off
Engine Stop not provided when Yes No !=P 0n
Engine Stop not provided when Yes No !=P Off
Engine Stop not provided wnen Yes No P On H-3: Veni_ R3
Engine Stop not provided when Yes No P Off
Engine Stop not provided when No Yes !=P On
Engine Stop not provided when No Yes =P Off
Engine Stop not provided when No Yes P On
Engine Stop not provided when No Yes P Off
Engine Stop not provided when No No 'P On
Engine Stop not provided when No No =P Off
Engine Stop not provided when No No P On_ _

Engine Stop not provided when No No P Off
Engine Stop privided when Y s Yes =P On
Engine Stop pr' vided when YEs Ye =P Off_ _

Engine Stop provided when Y'es Yes P Of
Engine Stop provided when Yes Yes P Of
Engine Stop provided when Yes No =P On R-1: Veff R-1: Veiole doe R2

Engine Stop provided when Yes No P Of! f _1 _ Vr _R1:___ede2

Engine Stop provided when YEs No P On
Engine Stop provided when Ye s No P Of
Engine Stop provided when Y Yes NP On H-i: Veni H-i: Vehicle doe RI
Engine Stop provided when No Yes P Of! H-1: Vehij H-1: Vehicle doe R1
Engine Stop provided when No Yes P On H-1: Veni H-1: Vehicle doe R1

Engine Stop provided when No Yes P Of! H-1: Veni H-1: Vehicle doe R1
Engine Stop provided when No No S P On H-1: Vei H-i: Vehicle doe R1

Engine Stop provided when No No t~P Of! H-1: Veni H-1: Vehicle doe Ri

Engine Stop provided when No No P On H-I: Vehil H-1: Vehicle doe R1
Engine Stop provided when No No P Ofn H-1: Vehn H-1: Vehicle doe R1

Table 16: Simplified context table of Engine Stop generated by the STPA tool

Controller: Electronic Control Unit

Driver Not.Drive. .o Providing
Control Turns Vehicle Trans Engine Providing Prviin

Context ID causes
Action Off Motion Range Status causes Hazards

Engine Hazards

ECU-Stop-1 No * * * Yes

ECU-Stop-2 Yes Moving * *

Engine ECU-Stop-3 Yes Stopped * Off
Stop

ECU-Stop-4 Yes Stopped Not P On Yes

ECU-Stop-5 Yes Stopped P On Yes
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Control algorithm for 'Engine Stop' cmd

Driver Engine Off= Yes T
No

Vehicle Motion= Moving
Stopped T

Trans Range= !=P
P T

Engine Status= On T
Off

Figure 25: SpecTRM-RL for Engine STop generated by the STPA tool

IS F

System Overview

Emergency braking assist (EBA) is a feature that provides braking support to the driver to avoid

front-end collisions of the current vehicle in emergencies. With advanced sensors for object

recognition such as radar sensors, EBA is able to monitor stationary/moving objects ahead and

decide the range (i.e., distance) and range rate (i.e., relative speed) of the current vehicle. The

EBA detects a collision risk if the current vehicle is moving with a high range rate and does not

keep a safe distance from the vehicle in front. After potential risks of collision are detected, the

system alerts the driver by visual or audio signals and pre-charges the braking system so that the

full-powered brake is available during an emergency brake. Whenever the driver presses the

brake pedal after a collision risk is detected, the EBA will apply the full-powered brake to assist

the driver. Then, if the driver does not react and the gap distance between the two vehicles

continues to decrease to the point where a front-end collision is unavoidable unless the full-

powered brake is applied, the EBA will initiate the full brake automatically to reduce the braking

distance. To summarize, the EBA is able to initiate full-powered brake under two situations:

- Driver presses the brake pedal and there is a collision risk OR

- Collision is imminent (even without input from the driver)
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Since EBA is designed to prevent front-end collision and detailed information about designs is

not available at the high-level analysis, it is reasonable to make the assumption that the EBA will

not release the brake until the vehicle comes to a stop after initiating the brake automatically.

In addition, the EBA must not compromise the driver's ability to control the vehicle if there is no

collision risk. Specifically, the EBA must not take control authority over the brake if there is no

emergency. Even if the system detects a collision risk and alerts the driver by warning signals, it

should give the driver enough time to respond (before providing full brake automatically) as long

as the collision can be prevented.

Control Structure and Control Actions

Figure 26 gives the high-level safety control structure of EBA. As mentioned before, the driver

may press the brake pedal to reduce the speed after receiving warning signals indicating a

collision risk. The automated controller of EBA detects collision risks based on feedback

information from the radar (i.e., range and range rate). If a collision risk is detected, EBA will

alert the driver and Pre-Charge the brake. If the driver does not respond when the collision is

imminent, the EBA will issue the Full Brake command automatically to reduce the braking

distance during emergencies. In addition, it must be aware of the motion of the vehicle and detect

if other features (e.g. transmission is in "park" or electronic parking brake is applied) are holding

the vehicle before releasing the brake. Table 17 summarizes three control actions provided by the

EBA.
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H-1: Veh ce does rot mrattain safe d stance from nearby vehices

H-2 Vef'"cle does not nmantain safe distance from ter'ain and other obsacles

H- 3. Vehcle occupants exocsed to harmfu effects andor deafth hazards

R 1 vehie dres no0 neet rMVSS regulat ons

WarIn Ssiga 
D)asibnard indicators

Pre- Charge
Ft rake

R.e ease

Physical Vehicie

Figure 26: The high-level safety control structure of the emergency braking assist

Table 17: Control actions provided by the emergency braking assist

3rake Pedat Applied
TRans range
.ectronic ParkinQ Brake

Control Action Description
Prepares the braking system for emergency braking with full power. When the

Pre-Charge brakes are pre-charged, pressing the brake pedal by any amount will result in
full power braking force.

Full Brake Performs emergency braking will full power braking.

Disengages the braking system from full power brake and gives the control of
the brake to other controllers.

Initial Unsafe Control Actions and Safety Constraints

As with keyless ignition, engineers can perform STPA Step I to identify UCAs and create safety

constraints for EBA. Table 18 shows how providing (or not providing) Pre-charge, Full Brake, or

Release can cause hazards. Based on the identified UCA, the safety constraints of EBA can be

created, as shown in Table 19.
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Table 18: Initial UCAs of EBA

The duration

of a
The timing or sequencing

Control Not providing the control Providing the control continuous
of control actions leads to

Action action causes hazards action causes hazards control action
hazards

leads to

hazards

UCA-1: Emergency brake assist UCA-2: Emergency UCA-3: Emergency brake

does not provide pre-charge brake assist provides assist provides pre-charge
Pre-

to prepare the brake when a pre-charge to prepare to prepare the brake for N/A
charge

potential collision risk is the brake without emergency brake too late

detected [H-1,H-2 collision risks [H-3] [H-1,H-21

UCA-5: Emergency UCA-6: Emergency brake
UCA-4: Emergency brake assist

brake assist initiates assist initiates full power
does not provide full brake

full power brake brake too late after the
when the brake pedal is N/A

without collision risks brake pedal is depressed
depressed and there is a

and brake pedal is and there is a collision risk
Full collision risk [H-i,H-21

depressed [H-1, H-2] [H-1, H-21
Brake

UCA-7: The emergency brake UCA-8: Emergency UCA-9: Emergency brake

assist does not initiate full brake assist provides assist provides full power

brake power automatically full power brake brake too late to prevent

when a collision is imminent without collision risks the vehicle from front-end

[H-1, H-21 [H-1, H-21 collision [H-1, H-2]

UCA-11: Emergency

UCA-10: Emergency brake brake assist releases UCA-12: Emergency brake

assist does not release the the brake during the assist releases the brake

brake when the vehicle comes emergency brake too early during N/A

to a stop after an emergency when a full powered emergency brake

brake and is held [H-1, H-21 brake is necessary [H-1, H-21

[H-1, H-2]
Release

UCA-13: Emergency

brake assist releases

the brake when the

vehicle is at a

standstill but is not

held

[H-1, H-2]
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Table 19: Initial safety constraints for EBA

Safety
Description'

Constraints

SC-1 EBA must pre-charge the brake when a collision risk is detected

SC-2 EBA must not pre-cliarge the brake if there is no collision risk

SC-3 EBA must pre-charge the brake within x milliseconds after a collision risk is detected

SC-4 EBA must provide full power brake when the brake pedal is depressed and there is a collision risk

SC-5 EBA must not provide full power brake without collision risk and the brake pedal is depressed

EBA must provide full power brake within x milliseconds after brake pedal is depressed and there
SC-6

is a collision risk

SC-7 EBA must initiate the full power brake when the collision is imminent

SC-8 EBA must not initiate the full power brake without collision risk

SC-9 EBA must provide full power brake within x milliseconds if a collision is imminent

EBA must release the brake when the vehicle comes to a stop and is held by other features or the
SC-10

driver

EBA must not release the brake during the emergency brake when the full powered brake is
SC-11

necessary

SC-12 EBA must not release the brake during an emergency brake

SC-13 EBA must not release the brake unless the vehicle is held by other features or the driver

Identify basic scenarios and causal factors

As with keyless ignition, high-level basic scenarios can be derived from safety constraints in

Table 19. Causal factors that contribute to each scenario are also given. Detailed scenarios can be

constructed when more design information becomes available.

* Basic scenario 1: EBA does not pre-charge the brake because it incorrectly believes that

there is no collision risk.

- Possible causal factors: If the radar sensor malfunctions, it may provide inconsistent

feedback of range and range rate. If this happens, the vehicle may not detect a

collision risk even when the safe distance is violated. Then a full powered brake will

not be available under the emergency brake because the braking system has not been

pre-charged.

- Basic scenario 2: EBA pre-charges the brake because it incorrectly believes that there is

a collision risk.
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- Possible causal factors: If there is a flaw in the algorithm within the electronic

controller, the EBA may decide to alert the driver and pre-charge the brake when

there is no collision risk. Then, when the driver wants a "normal" brake and presses

the brake pedal only slightly, he or she may be surprised by a full powered brake.

Basic scenario 3: EBA pre-charges the brake too late because of delays in the braking

mechanism.

- Possible causal factors: The EBA does not pre-charge the brake when a collision

risk is identified. However, after the collision risk disappears (this is possible if the

driver of the vehicle in front applies the gas pedal to accelerate), the EBA pre-charges

the brake because of delays in the transmission of the Pre-charge command. Then,

when the driver applies the brake pedal TBD seconds later for a normal brake, he or

she unexpectedly gets a full powered brake, which increases the chance of a rear-end

collision.

* Basic scenario 4: Similar to pre-charging the brake, EBA does not provide a full power

brake because it incorrectly believes that there is no collision risk.

- Possible causal factors: Incorrect feedback about the position of the brake pedal can

also lead to this scenario. The feedback from the position sensor for the brake pedal

becomes erroneous or not as sensitive as required due to inappropriate installment. If

the driver does not press the brake pedal hard enough under emergencies, the sensor

may not detect that the brake pedal is applied.

Basic scenario 5: EBA initiates the full powered brake because it incorrectly believes

that the brake pedal is depressed and there is a collision risk.

- Possible causal factors: If there is a delay in feedback channels for range and range

rate, the EBA may detect a collision risk when the vehicle in front has already moved

out of the "danger zone". Then, when a driver slightly presses the brake pedal for a

normal brake, he or she will inexpertly get a full powered brake, which increases the

chance of a rear-end collision.

Basic scenario 6: EBA does not release the brake because it incorrectly believes that the

emergency brake has not been finished or the vehicle is not held.

- Possible causal factors: If the radar sensor malfunctions, or the algorithms for the

EBA are flawed, the EBA may still believe there is a collision risk even after the

vehicle comes to a stop. If this happens, the EBA will continue to apply the brake and

hold the vehicle even though there is engine torque to resume the motion.
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e Basic scenario 7: EBA releases the brake because it incorrectly believes that the vehicle

has come to a stop and there is no collision risk.

- Possible causal factors: If the speed sensor provides incorrect feedback about wheel

speed to the EBA, it may disengage the brake when the vehicle is still moving. If this

happens, the current vehicle may crash into the vehicle in front.

* Basic scenario 8: EBA releases the brake because it incorrectly believes that the vehicle

has been held.

- Possible causal factors: If the range sensor sends incorrect feedback information the

current transmission range, the EBA may believe that vehicle is in the "park" range

when it is in "reverse", "drive" or "neutral" range. If this happens, the EBA will

release the brake because "park" range indicates that the vehicle is held.

These scenarios can help engineers come up with design solutions to prevent hazards when

detailed design information is still not available. Take causal scenario 6 as an example. According

to the safety constraint related to this scenario (i.e., SC 7&9), EBA may initiate the full powered

brake when necessary to prevent a front-end collision if it believes that a collision is imminent.

However, if feedback signals are incorrect about range or range rate, initiating the brake can

violate SC 8 because the EBA must not apply the full powered brake when there is no collision

risk. Therefore, the engineer may consider adding other sensors for object recognition. For

example, a camera may also be used for detecting a stationary or moving object in front. Also,

design flaws in the algorithm of the EBA can lead to this scenario-the EBA does not give the

driver enough time to respond to the warning before the full brake. This may not necessarily lead

to hazards, but the driver will get confused about the automated behaviors. As mentioned in

section 4.2.1, although EBA should have the highest priority and control authority over the brake

during emergencies, it should not compromise the driver's ability to control the vehicle unless

rear-end collisions are about to occur. A potential solution may be adding other timing constraints

for the EBA before the full powered brake is applied automatically.

42.2 Forma-i2e UC As of EBA km genati SpecT R -RL requirems

This section starts with the definition of PMVs related to conditions in which the EBA provides

the Full Brake and Release commands, as shown in Table 20. The STPA tool creates low-level

context tables for Full Brake and Release automatically based on the PMVs defined.
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Table 20: Process model variables defined for EBA

65

Collision Risk

Yes: The (distance to speed) rate is less than the threshold and deceleration
[Yes, No]

is required to prevent collision

No: The vehicle is not at risk of rear-end collision based on the current speed

and the distance from the vehicle in front

Collision Imminent

Yes: A rear-end collision is unavoidable unless full powered brake is applied No]

No: The vehicle is at risk of a potential collision, but it can be avoided as long

as the driver applies the brake

Acceleration

Yes: The vehicle is moving forward and going through an acceleration due to

the driver's input (i.e., gas pedal) or the engagement of other features (e.g.
[Yes, No]

adaptive cruise control)

No: The vehicle is at a standstill, reversing, moving at a constant speed or

decelerating

Brake Pedal
[Pressed,

Pressed: Broke pedal travel is at least X mm Not Pressed]
Not Pressed: Brake pedal travel is less than the detectable X mm

Vehicle Motion
[Stopped,

Stopped: The vehicle is at a standstill
Moving]

Moving: The vehicle is not at a standstill

Full Brake Applied

Yes: The full powered brake is applied by the EBA [Yes, No)

No: The full powered brake has not been applied by the EBA

Vehicle Held

Yes: The vehicle is held by other features or the driver (by pressing the brake
[Yes, No]

pedal)

No: The vehicle is not held by other features or the driver



I
The context table for Pre-charge is not given since it only involves one high-level variable (i.e., collision risk).

Table 21 and

Table 22 show the low-level context tables for Ful Brake and Release provided by FBA.

Table 21: Low-level context table created automatically for Full Brake

Table 22: Low-level context table created automatically for Release
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Similar to the analysis of keyless ignition, rather than working on low-level context tables, the

STPA tool can help engineers define rules to simplify the process of identifying UCAs and create

formal requirements (SpecTRM-RL) automatically.

Figure 27 includes rules defined for the Full Brake command provided by EBA. The rule editor

of the STPA tool provides more guidance on identifying explicit assumptions and resolving

potential conflicts. For example, the EBA must provide the emergency brake while conditions are

met according to the safety constraints from the initial Step 1. However, engineers may also

consider the possibility that the ['ul Brake command has already been applied either by the driver

or other features that are capable of engaging the braking mechanism. In this case, they must also

think about whether providing the redundant Full Brake command may lead to resetting or

canceling the emergency procedure. As another example, issuing the Full Brake command can

make the vehicle difficult to control if other controllers are applying the gas pedal at the same

time.

Rule In Er sh (Fuil 3fakel

R E1 ighS

R. I. 1 Brake provided is when Co son Risk ' NO H-2

8l Brake pro ded s haza rdous w n Co'vor Ri5k s Y-sCo sion rrim er is No,Gs Pedal is No ull Brak e Appied is N Urake P a no iH-f-

R i U l Brake nat p ov *e is nazarcjs wven Colls or Risk vesCoHiion mro r s No'Gas Peda! s NoFuI B ake Applied s NO,Brake Peoal is Yes ( H-2

RA Ful Brake nat iro s Mazardos %-e'e- Cahs o Risk s ,Cirilkion l iremrt is YesCas Pedal s Nojul Brake Appoed is No (H-1,H 2

Figure 27: Rule definitions for Full Brake

After all rules are defined, the STPA tool automatically tills out the right column of the original

context table for the Full Brake command, as shown in Table 23. The tool also generates a

simplified context table including SpecTRM-RL requirements for Full Brake, as shown in Table

24 and Figure 28.
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Table 23: Context table for Full Brake command automatically filled out based on "Rules" (Figure 27)

Ii- Girli sion F-i.i I F-mN:-
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l'li~l
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FrIl B fake provided wh'-n"' No No Y YIn No H-2: Vei H-2: Vehice ri R12

Full Bake I reloed when No No No yN Yes 1-2: Vehi H-2: Vehicke dc R1

Full F'ake Provided when No No Yr'N No H-2: Veh H-2i Vehile dc I

Fuill Bike pcse It-ilie'i No tNo No Y Ns Yis H-2. Vhi H-2 Vhiler & Ri

F-ull 2:'olk proie wh No INo Yes N - No 11-2 klehi l-'i Vei'-er -ci
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Table 24: Simplified context table for Full Brake

Controller: EBA

Gas Full Not Providing
Control Collision Collision Pedal Brake Brake Providing
Action Risk Imminent Applied Applied caurs Hazards

Hazards

EBA-FB-1 No * * * Yes

EBA-FB-2 Yes * Yes * *

Full EBA-FB-3 Yes * No Yes *

Brake EBA-FB-4 Yes No No No Pressed Yes

Not
EBA-FB-5 Yes No No No Yes

Pressed

EBA-FB-6 Yes Yes No No * Yes

Figure 28: SpecTRM-R L for Full Brake generated automatically

Similarly, rules can be defined for the Release command, based on which the original context

table for the Release command can be autonatically filled out, as shown in Figure 29 and Table

25. The simplified context table and SpecTRM- L requirements generated by the STPA tool are

shown in Table 26 and Figyure 30.

Rdi Egh fRdIase)

R,le on Enguhsh
,1: Re se provided is haza rrus when Ved- e Mot 'iH LH -2)

R2 Rdea pri-vtd,,d ihazafrtUs. when Vri Mot tor p:pedJ e Present 15 No,Ful Brake Appler'd is YesVehde Hed Es No (H- -2}

R3: R ioeaw, proviwder hazrdus whn V cC M tin S Sopre is Yen Full 3rakc App d Ys Veride Held is N.Gas Podal is No (H -i.H 2)

R4: Recs'e not Provided sire Vrdous r h de Mc nri5 Stoppe ver Presont % YesfrA Brake App ied Yresivhide Hld s Yes3( H 2)
R115 R, esese n). pr"vided iS razardt"Us wh h Ide M on is stoppdD v e se -s- Brake App dis Yes,Veh:e Hel d NoG.s si is es 4- 2)

Figure 29: Rule definitions for Release
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Control algorithm for 'Full Brake' cmd

Collision Risk= Yes T T
No

Collision Immine., Yes T
No T

Gas Pedal= Yes
No T T

Full Brake Applied= Yes
No T T

Brake Pedal Yes T
No



Table 25: Context table for Release command automatically filled out based on "Rules" (Figure 29)

Fo Ii
ii I d

L[ HFn-7hRo

RF)i; ,,Viided wiheo MI vI L YL Yrs Yes Y s ___

R r v v not provided when Mov nrg Yes Yes Ys No
r 1 -iot provided wien Moving YeS Yes No Yes

Release not provided when Moving Yes Yes No No
SceaSE iot provided when Moving Yes No Yes Yes
I eFaSO not provided when Moving Yes No Yes No

___as_ not provided when Moving Yes No No Yes
Rei as not provided when Moving Yes No No No

se t pi ovided when Movng No Yes Yes Yes

Re-eas e not provided when Moving No Yes NO Yes
IR nrt piovided when Movlng No Yes No No

(Retease nproVkided when Movnq No No Yes Yes
R t e not providiled 'when Mov~ng No No Yes No
fe ease iot provided when Mo g No No No Yes

Re a S not provided when Moving No o No No
1rere not provided when op Yes H1 Vehc R4

R__ n_ pv_ wh__________ _____Stopped Yes Yes Ye N_ H 1_V__ _ R4
Ree ijs not provided when Stopped Yes Yes Yes Yes H-1: Vernk R5_

peease not provided when Stopped Yes Ye Ne No H-i. R 5
Rc -ase not pr vided when Stopped Yes Y Ns Y s e S N o

cz provided when Stopped Yes s No No s
R ei no er l e d wh en Stopped Yes No Ns Yes
R. eease not provided whern Stopped Yes No Ns No

n t providePd when Stopped Ye Yes NO Yes_
Pe-.v-e not pirovided when Stapped Yes No No No

Ro r-ase- not provided when Stopped No Y'es NY Y esP n. provided when Stopped No Yes Ne No
e, aSe Inot provided when stopped No Ne No Yes

Re ease Inoprovided when Stopped No Yes Yes No
P e rot provided when Stopped No No No Yes

P ease 'ot provided when Stopped No No Yes No 
Re -se ]no -ided when Stopped No No No Yes H-1: _____________R

Re ee-is(. notpvided when Mtoppg es YesN Yes No H1 ei -:VhcedRe' io nt pro-sidued when Stopped No N o No No ___________ ____

_____ ovide- d when Movng Yes Yes Ys Yes H---1: Vehic H-: Venic d R1

RP ea Se oreIded when Moving Yes Yes No No H-1: Vehic H-1 Vehicle d' R1

Pe en provided When M-v n9 Yes No Yes Yes
P, -ie erovided when MoVwg Yes No yes No
Release provided when Mov ng Yes No No Yes

-, il Aoie wlitil Moving Yes N c No No
Re s provided wjhei MovinN No Yes Yes Yes H-1: Vehic H-1: Vehice dR1

Release orvided when Mov np No Yes Yes No H-1:_ Vehic H-1: _ehie dq R_1
o: ease .ravided when Moving No es No Yes H-1: Vehic H-1: Vehile dc R

easre Provided when Moving No Yes No No H-1: Vehic H-1: Vehicle d, R1
Release orovided when Moving No No Yes Yes
Pelas 'ovided when MovIng No No Yes No
P cease )rovided when Movig No No No Yes
Reease provided when Moving No No No No

R se I rovided when Stopped Yes Yes Yes Yes
S rovided when Stopped Yes Yes - No

Reieae rovided When Stopped Yes Yes No Yes
P.,.se provided when Stopped Yes Yes No No H-1: Vehi_ H-1: Vehicle d R3

Reease porovided when Stopped Yes No Yes Yes
Re ease provided when Stopped Yes No Yes No
PRelpae provided when Stopped Yes No No Yes
R As( ae ravided when Stoped Yes No No No
Re eaie orovided whe ,n Stopped No No Yes Yes
Rer--ise 0rovided when Stopp.d Ns No Yes No _

Fe ea provided when Stopped No Yes No Yes H-1: Vic H-1: Vehi e dr R2
Re-co-se orovided When Stopped No Y s No No H-1: Vh_ 1id Vehied R2

providled when Stapped No No Yes Yes
Res ear [provided when Stopped No Ne Yes NoF -. )rided wheni IS toe No Ye p, N, H 1 or Noi H 1 dei 2

Re ease rovided when Stopped No No No No
Y as nEGdr-d whenr Stopp .d No No No N ______________
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Table 26: Simplified context table for Release

Controller: EBA

Not
Full Gas Pedal o Providing

Control Vehicle Driver Vehicle Providing
Context ID Brake I Applied causes cue

Action Motion Present Applied Held causes Hazards
Hazards

EBA-R-1 Moving * No * *

EBA-R-2 Moving * Yes * * Yes

EBA-R-3 Stopped No Yes No * Yes

EBA-R-4 Stopped No Yes Yes

Release EBA-R-5 Stopped No No * *

EBA-R-6 Stopped Yes Yes Yes * Yes

EBA-R-7 Stopped Yes Yes No No Yes

EBA-R-8 Stopped Yes Yes No Yes Yes

EBA-R-9 Stopped Yes No * *

Control algorithm for 'Release' cmd

Vehicle Motion= Moving
Stopped T T

Driver Present= Yes T T
No

Full Brake Applied= Yes T T

No
Vehicle Held= Yes T

No T
Gas Pedai= Yes T

No

Figure 30: SpecTRN-RL for Release generated automatically

43 ntgrte A atsi fr dentify;ingy HazardouL S Ft'C1Ure

Ineactions

This section applies the STPA tool to the integrated analysis of multiple control systems, as

shown in Figure 3 1. In particular, it shows tool assistance to identify Unsafe interactions among

multiple controllers. In addition to two features presented in this chapter, the STPA tool uses the

analysis results from the analysis of "Auto-Hold", "Engine Start/Stop". and "Adaptive Cruise

Control" that have been done previously by Thomas and Placke [5][18].

I
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Driver

Exis-fng features New features

Auto Hold Engine Start/5top ACC Keyless Ignition Erner -iencv Etake
rocess Mod Process Model rocess M.Od. P essM

Phys cal VehicIes

Figure 31: Integrating keyless ignition and EBA into the existing system

The STPA tool uses Step I results to generate design assumptions and conditions required for

each control action. Engineers can then define the effects on systems of providing each control

action. The tool will detect conflicts between the control actions of different controllers

automatically. These results can help engineers identify unsafe interactions among controllers and

make trade-offs in design decisions.

As described in section 3.5, the STPA tool leverages Step I results to generate design

assumptions and the required conditions for keyless ignition and emergency braking assist

automatically. Table 27 shows the conditions under which the Engine Start command must be

provided by keyless ignition and its effects on the vehicle. Specifically, the second column

specifies that keyless ignition must provide the command to start the engine when the driver

pushes the button, the key is present in the vehicle, the transmission is in "park" or "neutral"

range, and the engine status is off. The third column means that if the Engine Start command is

provided under its required conditions, the engine will be turned on. Similarly, the required

conditions and effects on the system for the En line Sop, Full Brake, and Release commands are

shown in Table 28, Table 29, and Table 30 respectively.
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Table 27: Conditions table of Egjine Start (keyless ignition)

Cn Design Assumptions and Required Conditions Effect on the system

Driver Selection: Yes Engine Status: On
Key Present, Yes
Trans Range: P/N
Engmne Status: Off

Table 28: Conditions table of Entgine Stop (keyless ignition)

Coto Ac" Design Assumtiort and Required Conditions Effect on the system

Driver Engine Off: Yes Key Present: No
'.Wh de Mot on. Stopped Engine Status: Off
Trans Range P
Engine Status. On

Table 29: Conditions table of Full Brake (EBA)

resiign Assumptisns and Required Condit ons Effect an the system

Colision Rlse Yes Soeed. Decreased
ul Brake Collision ur.mnent No brakes On (c. .tppied by iUAi

Fuli Brak.e Applied. NO
Peda!: No

Rrake Pedal Yes
OR

Collison RIsx: Yes
Collision irnttent. Yes
Full Brake Applied No
Gas PedaE No

Table 30: Conditions table of Release (EBA)

Design Assurn tions and Required Cond sions Effect on the system

Vehicie Moton: Stopped Brakes Off V.e. not applied by EBA)
Release Driver Preserit Yes

FuH Brake Appled. Yes
VehicFe HcEid: Yes
-()R-
Vehicle MorOn: Stopped
Drver Presont: Yes
Ful Brake Applied. Yes
Vehici Held: No
Gas Pedal: Yes

After design assumptions and effects on the system for each control action are available, the

STPA tool detects conflicts between different controllers, as shown in Figure 32 and Figure 33.
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Conficts between two control actions Export as Exce
Adaptive Cruise Control Accelerate before Emergency Braking Assist Full Brake violates Gas Pedal: No
Adaptive Cruise Control Acceerate before Emergency Braking Assist Full Brake violates Gas Pedal: No
Adaptive Cruise Control Accelerate before Emergency Braking Assist Reiease violates Vehicle Motion. Stopped
Adaptive Cruise Control Accelerate before Emergency Braking Assist Release violates Vehicle Motion. Stopped
Emergency Braking Assist Full Brake before Auto-Hold Apply EPB violates Brakes: Apphed by AH

Emergency Braking Assist Ful Brake before Auto-Hold Apply EPB violates Brakes: Applied by AH
Emergency Braking Assist Full Brake before Auto-Hold App'y EPB violates Brakes: Applied by AH
Emergency Braking Assist Full Brake before Auto-Hold Apply EPB violates Brakes: Applied by AH
Emergency Braking Assist Release before Auto-Hold Apply EPS v olates Brakes: Applied by AH
Emergency Braking Assist Release before Auto-Hold Apply EPS vi oates Brakes: Applied by AH
Emergency Braking Assist Release before Auto-Hold Apply EPS violates Brakes: Applied by AH
Emergency Braking Assist Release before Auto-Hold Apply EPS vioates Brakes: Applied by AH

Figure 32: Conflicts between emergency brake assist and other features

Conflicts between two control actions Export as Excel
ESS Stop before ECU Engine Stop violates Engine Status: On
ESS Stop before ESS Stop violates Auto -Stopped: No
ACC Accelerate before ECU Engine Stop violates Wheels Rotating: No
ACC Accelerate before ESS Ston violates Wheels Rotating- No

Cancel OK

Figure 33: Conflicts between keyless ignition and other features

The conflict list displayed in the STPA tool can then be used to identify scenarios that will trigger

unsafe interactions among the controllers. Three examples are given below.

Conflict between EBA and ACC

ACC providing iccelerate command before EBA provides Release command will violate

the required condition Vehicle Motion: Stopped

Possible scenario:

- EBA initiates full powered brake automatically because a collision is "imminent"

- Vehicle speed and range rate decrease

" ACC applies the gas to increase vehicle speed before EBA releases the brake

- ACC and EBA fight with each other

Outcome: Vehicle has increased stopping distance when a collision is imminent

This conflict must be controlled or mitigated i r EBA and ACC are provided on the same vehicles.

As mentioned before, EBA not only initiates the full powered brake if the driver presses the brake
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pedal and there is a collision risk, but also engages the emergency braking automatically even

when the driver does not react if it believes the collision is imminent. In the latter case, EBA is

designed such that it will not release the brake until the vehicle comes to a stop, according to the

assumption made for this analysis (Error! Reference source not found.). At the same time,

ACC continues to apply the gas pedal to increase vehicle speed if the range and range rate are

below the predefined level in order to achieve its functional goals. As a consequence, the vehicle

will have increased stopping distance in an emergency because one feature is applying the full

powered brake while another one is accelerating the vehicle.

Conflicts between EBA and Auto-Hold

EBA providing Full Brake command before Auto-Hold provides EPB will violate the

required condition Brakes: Applied by AH

EBA providing Release command before Auto-Hold provides EPB will violate the required

condition Brakes: Applied by AH

Possible scenario:

- EBA initiates full powered brake and assumes control authority

- Vehicle comes to a stop

- EBA releases the brake before Auto-Hold captures the braking pressure

- Driver opens the door and leaves the vehicle

" Auto-hold does not apply the electronic parking brake as designed, since Auto-Hold has

not been engaged

Outcome: Vehicle starts to roll

This interaction must be controlled when EBA and Auto-Hold are provided in the same vehicle.

Auto-hold is designed to hold the vehicle and prevent it from unintended rollback. In situations

where the driver leaves the vehicle without applying the parking brake, it can apply the electronic

parking brake automatically to hold the vehicle [5]. However, the engagement of the EBA

violates the required condition of Auto-Hold assuming that EPB,that is, auto-hold,must have

control authority over the brake in order to capture the remaining braking pressure after the

vehicle comes to a stop. If this happens, the EBA will prevent the Auto-Hold from holding the

vehicle and applying the electronic parking brake. It should be noted that these conflicts would

not occur in reality if Auto-Hold were still able to capture the braking pressure when EBA is

engaged. However, during conceptual development, when detailed design information is not
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available, it is necessary for the STPA tool to generate all conflicts to ensure that they will all be

addressed.

Conflict between keyless ignition and engine start/stop (ESS):

ESS providing STOP command before keyless ignition provides STOP command will

violate the required condition Engine: On

Possible scenario:

- The vehicle comes to a stop on an uphill

- ESS turns off the engine temporarily

- Driver shifts to "park" and presses the "Engine Start/Stop" button (accidentally/on

purpose)

- Vehicle turns off (instead of engine restarting)

- Driver releases the brake pedal (may expect the vehicle to resume the motion)

- Engine is not restarted; vehicle rolls backwards

Outcome: The vehicle starts to roll backwards downhill

This interaction must be controlled if keyless ignition and ESS are installed in the same vehicle. It

is interesting to note that this feature involves conflicts of two non-safety goals. Keyless ignition

is designed to provide more flexibility and convenience to the driver, while ESS is a "green"

feature that can save fuel consumption by turning off the engine automatically when the vehicle

comes to a stop and restarting it before motion resumes [5]. The engine can also be restarted by

commands from the ESS if it is turned off automatically rather than by input from the driver.

The conflict above can cause the driver to be unaware of the real status of the engine. He or she is

not only confused by the automated behavior of the ESS in shutting down the engine, but also

cannot deduce the status of the vehicle because of design changes in the ignition system. For the

driver who is not familiar with this automated feature, activating or deactivating the engine

automatically can make him believe that the engine is off while it is not and he or she may try to

restart it by pressing the push button. If this happens when the engine is temporarily shut down by

the ESS, the vehicle will not be restarted by the ESS before motion resumes. In addition, the

driver cannot tell the engine status based on the information of whether the key fob is in the

ignition, which is available in traditional vehicle designs.
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5 Discussion and Conclusions

This thesis answers the research questions mentioned in section 1.3 by building an open-source

software tool that supports STPA and requirement generation and applies it to a case study of

automotive systems.

Chapter 3 shows how engineers can perform STPA with tool assistance. As illustrated in the case

study of EBA and keyless ignition, the STPA tool partially automates Step I analysis and

requirement generation. For complex systems that operate in multiple states and have different

hazards (goals) to eliminate (achieve), engineers can identify unsafe control actions with less time

and effort.

In addition to providing guidance for identifying unsafe control actions, the STPA tool can also

help engineers make decisions at the architectural level. In particular, this tool could be used as a

way to check whether conflicts between features have been resolved and to identify exactly what

decisions should be made jointly between multiple design teams. Take the conflict between EBA

and Auto-Hold detected by the tool in section 4.3.3 as an example. Engineers must consider the

potential consequences caused by this conflict and resolve it. If the available design information

indicates that Auto-Hold will capture the braking pressure before EBA releases the brake, this

conflict can be ignored. Otherwise, engineers who integrate EBA into vehicle models may have

to make arbitrary decisions about control authorities over the braking system when ACC, EBA,

and other features that have control authority over the brake engage simultaneously. This is

reasonable since both ACC and EBA use feedback information (i.e., range and range rate) from

the radar for the speed control of vehicles.

For tool assistance during requirements engineering, the STPA tool can apply logical

simplification to the original context tables and automatically generate the simplified requirement

in SpecTRM-RL. The simplified requirement is easily understandable and addresses all of the

UCAs identified in the original context tables, as shown in section 4.1.2. In addition, the

SpecTRM-RL requirements of EBA and keyless ignition that are generated automatically by the

STPA tool can be executed in existing tools like SpecTRM and they can be formally checked for

other properties like completeness. Every time new changes are made, these SpecTRM-RL

models can be updated and checked again for any new problems.
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In the future, the concept and work related to tool-assisted hazard analysis may be improved

further in several respects:

* Extend the tool to provide assistance for Step 2 of STPA. It would be helpful to

engineers who perform Step 2 if the STPA tool can provide more guidance for

identifying causal scenarios contributing to UCAs. Specifically, the STPA tool may

generate causal scenarios related to process model flaws and unsafe interactions among

controllers and refined requirements for detailed design decisions. In addition, the tool

can help maintain the traceability between high-level goals (hazards) and UCAs and

causal scenarios in the lower level. This would be useful when engineers come up with

design solutions to mitigate hazards and want to evaluate their impact on system-level

goals.

* Use requirements generated by the STPA tool to guide the design process. Designers

can use these safety requirements to design algorithms for automation and user interfaces

that interact directly with human operators. SpecTRM-RL models can be updated as

more design decisions are made and refined for formal checking at a more detailed level.

- Provide more guidance for engineers who perform hazard analysis using STPA.

Previous work [5][18] illustrates that many automotive systems not only share a generic

safety control structure, but also common process model variables. Engineers can use this

"general" information stored on the STPA tool to start the analysis and refine the safety

control structure when more design information is available.

* Extend tool-assisted hazard analysis techniques to look at other system emergent

properties such as security, quality, and sustainability, etc. Previous work [5][31] has

applied a systems theoretic approach to ensure that functional goals can be achieved

while also preventing hazards. Given that all these goals are emergent properties of the

system, it is possible to treat them by top-down systems engineering approaches such as

STPA. The STPA tool can be shaped and extended to meet special requirements for such

analysis.
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Appendix A: A Quick Guide to the STPA Tool

Disclaimer: The STPA tool described in the thesis was not developed for professional use. It is

just a prototype proof of concept meant to demonstrate the ideas in the author's thesis and was

created by one Master's student, rather than a team of professional software developers. The

author does not guarantee that it does not include any bugs. This tool was not created to satisfy

any of the standards for tool development and the author suggests that users should not rely on it

for the analysis of safety-critical or security-critical systems. Whoever tries the STPA tool must

only use it for non-commercial purposes.

A

Eclipse Platform STPA Tool

Java 1
Development t

Tooling

SpecTRM

The STPA tool allows engineers to:

- Specifying hazards

- Drawing the safety control structure

- Adding controllers, controlled processes

- Adding actuators and sensors

- Adding control actions and feedback

- Adding process model variables and values

- Performing STPA Step I

- Generating context table templates automatically based on control structure

- Allowing engineers to specify unsafe control actions

- Allowing engineers to define "Rules", which are used to automatically complete

context tables and identify unsafe control actions
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* Storing analysis results in XML files for interoperation with other tools

e Generating safety requirements for completeness and consistency checking in SpecTRM

- Performing integrated analysis of multiple controllers

The tool assistance for performing STPA Step 2, i.e., the generation of causal scenarios, is

planned for the future.
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launch Ihe SITA Tool

a IV t .A f
d pIrs

fCtue

3PUdea rr de

Launch STPA tool by double clicking on eclipse.exe(Win)/eclipse.app(Mac)

Create STAMP Diagram

Sc'ct f :e 'v,. I cortai i agrar' mocel

Usersy EEBAtedurr tCS'am0diagrar

CZ n I Chit
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- Create a new STAMP Diagram by left click on File->New->STAMP Diagram

- Rename the diagram file, but do not change the suffix (This is the file to store graphical

information such as size and position)

- Click on "Finish" on the bottom of the dialog (New STAMP Model)

I 'Edito, fo dr i I1v C t St)4r

- Editor is used to place the safety control structure;

- Tool Bar is used to choose the components or links to add:

- Property Viewer is used to edit the properties of components such as name or Id.
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Add System Hazards

H Hazad

ID

- To create hazards, left click on the icon of "Hazard" in the tool bar (center), then left

click on any place in the Editor (left) you want to put the Hazard frame.

- Drug the frame to adjust it to the preferred size.

- Editing the "Id" of hazard in the "Properties Viewer" (bottom right).

S tr-CtLe

- To create components, left click on the icon such as "Controller" or "Process" in

the tool bar (center), then left click on any place in the Editor (left).

- Drag the frame to adjust it to your preferred size.

- Edit the "Name" of different components in the "Properties Viewer" (bottom right).
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Add Codnnd & back finks to Safety Control Structure

- To create links, left click on the icon of "Feedback" or" Command" in the tool bar

(center), then left click on the source component (do not release). then drag to the target

component.

- Make sure to differentiate between feedback and command.

- Activate the Control Action Editor by right clicking on the label of Command

link( "Unnamed Control Action" ) ->Add Control Action

- Left Click on the "Unnamed Control Action" to change the name of Control Action

- Click on "Add Control Action" Button to add new Control Action

- Repeat step 2 to change its name

- To delete a Control Action, first select it in the Table, then click on "Delete Control

Action"
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I
Add Prooce-ss tvod l S an \alues

- To add PMV to the controller (in this case - "Train Controller" ). left click on the icon

of "PMVaraible" , then left click on the center of the controller(not the title part), then

edit the name of PMV in the "Properties Viewer" (bottom right).

- To add Value to PMV, left click on the icon of "PMValue" . then left click on the

center of the PMV object (not the title part), then edit the name of PVValue in the

"Properties Viewer" (botton right).
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\iiflf8 ~ ~ ~ i.. C ontext bL ' \,tflw ttulIV tic-1iI1

S1 o geneWate Context Table atonatIcalh right click on thC controller (in this case

"Train Controller" ) ->ldenfity UCA

* Choose a Control Action (on the left) you would like to analyze

I -A 1 A -

*To open the dialog for assigning Hazards. click on the cell in the "Hazards" coIlumnI

*Click on the check box of the Hlazard you wold assign to this UCA
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Geime {{"3 343 1CRt efnlonri

- To activate Rule Definition Editor, click on the "Rule Definition" Button in the UCA

Editor

Create Rule by choosing Type (Not Provided/Provide), values of PMV and related

Hazards and clicking

A . to

"Add a new Rule" button

is W-vol (oneU v U S

- Go back to the UCA Editor by clicking on the "Finish" button in Rule Editor

- Click on the check box "Apply Rules" to complete the Hazards column automatically

- Click on the button "Export as Excel" and input the name file for the context table

Save As;

Applcations

Dcsktoo

ocurmers

" M; I

NeA SLkSdr
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Openi the excel tile for the low-level context table
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I
Genel~rateSn sim C ;vntex4 ITables- anJd SpE M-RL

AVFF
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- In the Rule definition editor, click on "Export to excel sheet"

Input the file name for the simplified context table

2 2:.: - FAFFor*i

Uro ra

Afncw eQo

New Flde r

Open the excel file for the simplified context table

Ii -
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Rule in And "Or Taae

Cobisiur1 Riskl

Colision nn .

F Brzke Apoed 

Gas Peda-

Brake Pedal=

No
Yes
No
Yes
No

No
Ye
No

Contro algorthM for til Brake crd

T T

T
T

T T

T T
T

e The SpecTRM-RL requirements are also generated automatically in the Rule Editor

ntegrated~9 AmlyI r cdnd t -v).f n rC mSU' 11 S cl . 11L ,

- Finish formalized STPA Step I for each controller individually

To open the editor for integrated analysis of multiple control systems. right click on any

controller in the 2-D editor->ldentify conflicts
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~g.t.n

The Design Assumptions & Required Conditions are automatically generated

r

n~ 4.

- Click on the button Add effect on system to define Effects by control actions

To identify unsafe interactions, click on the button "fdenti'? Conflicts" in the previous

editor
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Conflicts between controllers are automatically identified and displayed

Engineers may decide if these conflicts must be controlled in order to prevent unsafe interactions
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Appendix B: Intent Specification (Keyless & EBA)

Appendix B includes the simplified formal requirements generated by the STPA Tool. Intent

Specification is adopted to document system specifications for the keyless ignition and the

emergency brake assist that are analyzed in Chapter 4.

Simplified context tables and SpecTRM-RL requirements generated by the STPA tool represent

the black-box behaviors of keyless ignition and EBA based on Step 1 analysis. The traceability to

the system hazards, the assumptions and the design constraints for the automotive system are also

included. In the future, the integration of the STPA tool with SpecTRM can provide more support

for requirement engineering and the documenting of system specifications based on Intent

Specification.

Level 1: System Purpose

System Goals

G 1: The vehicle controls should provide convenience to allow the driver to start and stop the

vehicle/engine without the use of physical key fob

G2: The vehicle controls should provide brake assist to the driver to prevent front-end collision or

reduce the braking distance in an event of emergency.

System Accidents

Al: Two or more vehicles collide

A2: Vehicle collides with non-fixed obstacle

A3: Vehicle crashes into terrain

A4: Vehicle occupants injured without vehicle collision

System Hazards

HI: Vehicle does not maintain safe distance from nearby vehicles

1H2: Vehicle does not maintain safe distance from terrain and other obstacles

H3: Vehicle occupants exposed to harmful effects and/or health hazards
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RI: Vehicle does not meet FMVSS regulations

System Design Constraints:

DC 1. The vehicle controls must not hinder the driver's normal operation of the vehicle by

providing conflicting commands

Level 2: System Design

Keyless Start Goals:

Keyless-Gl: Keyless Ignition should allow the driver to start the vehicle/engine by pushing a

button (e.g. "Engine start/stop ") without rotating the metal key in the ignition switch

Keyless-G 1.1: An Electronic Control Unit is used to monitor if the key fob is presented in the

vehicle (i.e. detect electronic key code)

Keyless Gl.2: The Electronic Control Unit may disarm the immobilizer that may prevent the

start of the engine unless the key code is detected

Keyless Start Assumptions:

Keyless-AI: Issuing engine stop will cause loss of propulsion

Keyless-A2: It is assumed conventional non-HEV, non-EV, without engine idle stop/start'

Keyless-A3: Electronic Control Unit will not issue engine start/stop commands unless the driver

press the "engine start/stop" button

Keyless-A4: Brake pedal must be pressed before activating the engine

Keyless Start Design Constraints:

Keyless-RI: Power-assisted steering must remain functional after engine stop command when

vehicle is moving

Keyless-R2: Power-assisted braking must remain functional after engine stop command when

vehicle is not in park

I It should be noted that this assumption might be violated during feature integrations although it

is true for independent analysis of the Keyless Start feature - i.e. engine can be started
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Emergency Braking Assist Goals:

EBA-G 1: The EBA should detect collision risks by monitoring stationary/moving objects ahead

by using feedbacks (e.g. Range, Range Rate) from the Radar

EBA-G2: The EBA should alerts the driver by visual and audio signals when a collision risk is

identified

EBA-G3: The EBA should pre-charge the braking system for full-powered brake

EBA-G4: The EBA should initiate emergency brake to prevent front-end collisions under

emergencies

EBA-G4.1: The EBA should initiate full-powered brake if the brake pedal is pressed and

there is a collision risk

EBA-G4.2: The EBA should initiate full-powered brake if the driver does not react to

warning and a collision is imminent

Emergency Braking Assist Assumptions:

EBA-AI: The driver is not able to disable the EBA

EBA-A2: The EBA will alert the driver by audio/visual signals after it detects a collision risk

EBA-A3: The EBA is able to initiate full-powered brake under two situations:

- Driver presses the brake pedal and there is a collision risk

- OR Collision is imminent (without inputs from the driver)

EBA-A4: The Emergency Braking Assist will not release the brake during emergency until the

vehicle comes to a full stop

EBA-A5: The EBA must continue to apply the brake after the vehicle comes to a stop after a

emergency brake if no other controllers are holding the vehicle.

Emergency Braking Assist Design Constraints:

EBA-RI: The EBA must not take the control authority over the brake if there is no emergency

EBA-R2: After the EBA detects collisions risks and initiates the warning signals, it must give the

driver enough time to respond (before providing full brake) as long as collisions are not imminent

EBA-R3: The EBA must not compromise the driver's ability to control the vehicle under normal

condition
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Level 3: Formalized UCAs and safety requirements (SpecTRM-RL)

Keyless ECU - Engine Start (Driver-initiated)

Controller: Electronic Control Unit

Not Providing
Control Context ID Driver Key Trans Brake Engine Providing causes
Action Selection Present Range Pedal Status causes Hazards

Hazards

ECU-Start-1 No * * * * Yes

ECU-Start-2 Yes No * * * Yes
Engine ECU-Start-3 Yes Yes * * On YesStart -Start-4 Yes Yes * N_ _ f Yes

ECU-Start-4 Yes Yes N No Off Yes

ECU-Start-5 Yes Yes Not P/N Yes Off Yes

ECU-Start-6 Yes Yes P/N Yes Off Yes

ECU-Start-1: Start the engine without the driver's selection can lead to driver's confusion or panic. (T A4, 113)

ECU-Start-2: This is required by FMVSS 114 - i.e. "Each vehicle must have a starting system which, whenever the key is removed from the

starting system prevents the normal activation of the vehicle's engine". ( A 1, A2, R1)

ECU-Start-3: It could lead to loss of function only it happens multiple times. ((I DC 1)

ECU-Start-4: Engine must not be activated unless the brake pedal is pressed. This UCA involves safety concerns that the engine may be

unintentionally started by others (e.g. kids or animals) rather than the driver. (T A J, A2, I11, 12)

ECU-Start-5: The ECU starting the engine with transmission not being in P/N can lead to the violation of regulations (( RI).

ECU-Start-6: The controller should follow the driver's commands to start the engine when pre-conditions are met, it is also required for

achieving functional goals of the starting system. (I DC 1)
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Control algorithm for 'Engine Start' cmd

Driver Selection= Yes T
No

Key Present= Yes T
No

Trans Range= P/N T
!=P/N

Engine Status= On
Off T



Keyless ECU - Engine Stop

Controller: Electronic Control Unit

Driver Not Providing
Control Turns Vehicle Trans Engine Providing causes
Action Context ID Off Motion Range Status causes Hazards

Engine Hazards

ECU-Stop-1 No * * * Yes

ECU-Stop-2 Yes Moving * *

Engine ECU-Stop-3 Yes Stopped * Off
Stop

ECU-Stop-4 Yes Stopped Not P On Yes

ECU-Stop-5 Yes Stopped P On Yes

ECU-Stop-1: The ECU providing Engine Stop without driver selection can lead to hazards (E.g. If vehicle is moving on a highway, engine being

shut down automatically can lead to loss of propulsion and drivers' confusion). (T A, 1-1 1)

ECU-Stop-2: Although shutting down the engine when moving at a high-speed can lead to the loss of propulsion, the vehicle should follow the

driver's selection unless doing this will cause hazards or the violation of regulations. (T DCI)

ECU-Stop-3: It is assumed that engine has already been turned off.

ECU-Stop-4: Turn off the engine with the transmission not being P position can lead to violation of regulations if turning off engine also leads to

removal of the "key code", thus violating FMVSS 114 - "The starting system must prevent key removal unless the transmission or gear selection

control is locked in "park" or becomes locked in 'park' as the direct result of key removal". (t R I)

ECU-Stop-5: Engine control not turning off the engine after receiving driver's commands can lead to loss of fuel, potential vehicle theft, and

potential exhaust and CO accumulation if parked indoors. (T A4, H3)
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Control algorithm for 'Engine Stop' cmd

Driver Engine Off Yes T
No

Vehicle Motion= Moving
Stopped T

Trans Range= =P

Engine Status= On T
Off



Controller: Emergency Braking Assist

Control Context Collision Collisio GasPedal Not Providing Providing causes

Action ID Risk imminent Applied Pedal causes Hazards Hazards

EBA-FB-1 No * * * * Yes

EBA-FB-2 Yes * * Yes *

Full EBA-FB-3 Yes * Yes No *

Brake EBA-FB-4 Yes No No No Yes Yes

EBA-FB-5 Yes No No No No Yes

EBA-FB-6 Yes Yes No No * Yes

EBA-FB-1: Full Brake should not be initiated automatically unless there is a collision risk. Doing this can surprise and confuse the driver (t DC ,

EBA-A3, EBA-RI)

EBA-FB-2: Providing Full Brake when the driver steps on the gas pedal can make the vehicle difficult to control ((T DC1. *-EBA-R1)

EBA-FB-3: The Full Brake has already been applied (but not necessarily initiated by EBA).

EBA-FB-4: Whenever there is a collision risk, the EBA should alert the driver and monitor the brake pedal. If the driver press it, the EBA must

initiate the Full Brake (T H1, H2, +-EBA-A2, EBA-A3).

EBA-FB-5: Before initiating the Full brake automatically, the vehicle should give the driver some time to respond as long as the collision is not

imminent (<- EBA-R2)

EBA-FB-6: If the driver does not react to the warning, the Full Brake must be applied automatically when the collision is imminent (T H1, H2,

+-EBA-A3)
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Controller: EBA

Full GNot
Control Vehicle Driver Frak Vehicle Gas Pedal Providing Providing
Action Motion Present Ake Held causes Hazards

Applied Applied Hazards

EBA-R-1 Moving * No * *

EBA-R-2 Moving * Yes * * Yes

EBA-R-3 Stopped No Yes No * Yes

EBA-R-4 Stopped No Yes Yes *

Release EBA-R-5 Stopped No No * *

EBA-R-6 Stopped Yes Yes Yes * Yes

EBA-R-7 Stopped Yes Yes No No Yes

EBA-R-8 Stopped Yes Yes No Yes Yes

EBA-R-9 Stopped Yes No * *

EBA-R-1: There is no need to provide Release command if the vehicle is moving without full-powered brake applied

EBA-R-2: This context involves the condition in which emergency brake is initiated but has not been finished. Releasing the brake can cause loss

of braking power. ( 1, H2, <-EBA-A4)

EBA-R-3: It is possible that that driver opens the door and leaves the vehicle after an emergency brake. If the EBA release the brake without the

vehicle being held, the vehicle can start to rollaway. (I H1, 112, --EBA-A5)

EBA-R-4: EBA releasing the brake with vehicle being held will not cause hazards (<-EBA-A5)

EBA-R-5: EBA does not have the control authority to release the brake unless a full-powered brake is initiated by itself. (Q DC1, <-EBA-R 1)

EBA-R-6: After the emergency brake, the EBA should give the control authority of the brake back to the driver if the vehicle has been held (T

DC!, -EIBA-R1)
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EBA-R-7: Release the brake when the vehicle is not held can lead to unintended rollaway. (t HI, 112, +-EBA-A 1))

EBA-R-8: This context assumes that the vehicle came to a stop due to the full-powered brake and receives inputs from the gas pedal. If the driver

wants to drive, EBA should not reduce the driver's ability to control the vehicle (T DCl, <-EBA-R 1, R3)

EBA-R-9: This is a normal condition without collision risks - i.e. the vehicle comes to a stop after driver presses the brake
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Appendix C: Conflicts detected by STPA Tool

ACC providing Accelerate command before EBA provides Release command will violate

required condition by EBA Vehicle Motion: Stopped

ACC providing Accelerate command before EBA provides Full Brake command will violate

required condition by EBA Gas Pedal: No

ACC providing Brake command before EBA provides Release command will violate required

condition by EBA Full Brake Applied: No

EBA providing Full Brake command before Auto-Hold provides Release command will violate

required condition by Auto-Hold Brakes: Applied by AH

EBA providing Full Brake command before Auto-Hold provides Additional Pressure command

will violate required condition by Auto-Hold Brakes: Applied by AH

EBA providing Full Brake command before Auto-Hold provides EPB command will violate

required condition by Auto-Hold Brakes: Applied by AH

EBA providing Release command before Auto-Hold provides EPB command will violate

required condition by Auto-Hold Brakes: Applied by AH

ESS providing STOP command before Keyless Ignition provides STOP command will violate

required condition by Keyless Ignition Engine: on

ESS providing Restart command before Keyless Ignition provides Start command will violate

required condition by Keyless Ignition Engine: Off

ACC providing Accelerate command before ECU provides Engine Stop command will violate

required condition by ECU Wheels Rotating: No
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